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June 9, 2017 

Christie Stanifer 
Environmental Coordinator 
Indiana Department of Natural Resources 
402 West Washington St. Room W273 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Re: Des. No. 1600517 
Two Way Left Turn Lane 
U.S. 20 – SR 15 to CR 35 
Elkhart County, Indiana 

Dear Ms.  Stanifer: 

The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) proposes the addition of a two-way left turn lane and 
potentially the addition of travel lanes along United States Highway 20 (US 20) between State Road 15 
(SR 15) and County Road (CR 35) in Elkhart County, Indiana. We are requesting comments from you within 
your area of expertise regarding any potential environmental or community effects associated with this 
project. Please use the above designation number and description in your reply. We will incorporate your 
comments into a study of the project’s environmental effects. 

The project area encompasses approximately 134 acres in a rural, unincorporated portion of Elkhart 
County between Elkhart and Middlebury, Indiana.  The project area lies within Section 10 and 15, Township 
37 North, Range 6 East on the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 Minute Bristol Quadrangle 
Topographic Map and Sections 7, 8, 17, and 18, Township 37 North, Range 7 East on the USGS 7.5 Minute 
Bristol and Middlebury Quadrangle Topographic Maps. 

Need and Purpose: the need for this project is due to a high crash frequency of cars attempting to turn 
left along U.S. 20.  The purpose of this project is to alleviate traffic congestion and crash frequency 
thereby improving the overall safety of the roadway. 

Existing Conditions: U.S. 20 is currently a two-lane undivided highway between SR 15 and CR 35, 
functionally classified as a Rural Minor Arterial. Within the project area, U.S. 20 comprises two travel 
lanes (each approximately 12-feet wide) and two paved shoulders (each approximately 6-feet wide). The 
existing roadway does not have any left turn lanes within the project area. 

There are no existing railroads within the project area. The surrounding land uses are primarily 
agricultural and residential. 

Proposed Project: The proposed project will widen a portion of U.S. 20 to accommodate the addition of a 
Two-Way Left Turn Lane between SR 15 and CR 35. If traffic volumes warrant additional travel lanes to 
increase capacity, one additional lane in each direction will also be included. The proposed project will 
include widening of the pavement and embankment, installation new pavement markings, and will require 
new right-of-way acquisition. 

Right-of-Way (ROW): INDOT does anticipate the need to acquire right-of-way to complete this project.  

Maintenance of Traffic (MOT): Traffic along U.S. 20 may be maintained throughout construction via lane 
closures. 
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Surrounding Resources: INDOT’s Red Flag Investigation (RFI) indicated that several resources lie within 
a half-mile mile radius of the project area. These include religious facilities, a recreational facility, an 
airport, pipelines, a trail, managed lands, National Wetland Inventory (NWI) wetlands, lakes, rivers and 
streams, 303d list impaired rivers and streams. Additionally, several properties within the half-mile radius 
are recorded in the following program databases: Leaking Underground Storage Program,  NPDES 
Program, and an Institutional Control Site.  

During the site visit conducted by HNTB Corporation on October 20-21, 2016, suitable summer habitat 
was observed within the project area. No evidence that bats were roosting within the project area was 
observed. No bats were observed in structures within the project area. A review of the USFWS database 
did not indicate the presence of endangered bat species in or within 0.5-mile of the project area. 
Preparation of the Scoping Worksheet for the Range-Wide Programmatic Information Consultation for 
Indiana Bat and Northern Long-Eared Bat (NLEB) will be required. If applicable, preparation of the Project 
Submittal Form for Range-Wide Programmatic Consultation for Indiana Bat and NLEB will be required. 
Lastly, an inquiry using the USFWS Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) website did not 
indicate the presence of the federally endangered species, the Rusty Patched Bumblebee, in or within 
0.5-mile of the project area. 

A waters/wetland determination will be performed and possible wetlands delineated. A Waters Report 
will summarize the findings. Designers and selected contractors will obtain all applicable permits before 
construction can begin.  

Comments Request: You are asked to review this information and provide any comments you may have 
relative to the anticipated impacts of the project on areas which you have jurisdiction or special expertise. 
To facilitate the development of this project, you are asked to respond within 30 days of receiving this 
letter. If no response is received after the 30 day period ends, it will be assumed that you do not have 
any comments regarding the proposed project. Your timely cooperation in the development of this 
project will be appreciated. If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact 
Christine Meador, of HNTB Corporation, at cmeador@hntb.com or 317-917-5338. Thank you in advance 
for your input. 

Sincerely, 

HNTB CORPORATION 

Christine Meador 
Section Leader 
Environmental Planning 

Attachments: Figure 1: Project Location Map 
Figure 2: Project Area Aerial 
Figure 3: USGS 7.5 Minute Topographic Quad Map 
Project Location Photographs 
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Cc: Phillip Barker, Elkhart County Surveyor 
Brad Rogers, Elkhart County Sheriff 
Jeff Taylor, Elkhart County Highway Department 
Elkhart County Commissioners 
Jane Allen, Middlebury Community Schools 
Jennifer Tobey, Elkhart County Emergency Management 
Jane Hardisty, NRCS- State Conservationist 
Indiana Department of Transportation, Manager of Public Hearings 
US Army Corps of Engineers, Detroit District 
Cam Sholly, National Parks Service-Acting Midwest Regional Director 
Mary Estrada, Indiana Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil and Gas 
Indiana Geological Survey 
Indiana Department of Transportation, Office of Aviation 
Christie Stanifer, Indiana Department of Natural Resources 
Joyce Newland, Federal Highway Administration 
Ninth Coast Guard District 
Elizabeth McCloskey, US Fish and Wildlife Service 
Damian Perry, INDOT Project Manager 
Joshua Cook, HNTB Corporation 
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February 1, 2018 

Blair Carlstrom 
Lead Pastor 
Waypoint Community Church 
PO Box 51  
Middleburry, IN 46540 

Re: Des. No. 1600517 
Two Way Left Turn Lane 
U.S. 20 – SR 15 to CR 35 
Elkhart County, Indiana 

Dear Mr.  Carlstrom: 

The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) proposes the addition of a two-way left turn lane 
and potentially the addition of travel lanes along United States Highway 20 (US 20) between State 
Road 15 (SR 15) and County Road (CR 35) in Elkhart County, Indiana. We are requesting comments from 
you within your area of expertise regarding any potential environmental or community effects 
associated with this project. Please use the above designation number and description in your reply. We 
will incorporate your comments into a study of the project’s environmental effects. 

The project area encompasses approximately 134 acres in a rural, unincorporated portion of Elkhart 
County between Elkhart and Middlebury, Indiana.  The project area lies within Section 10 and 15, 
Township 37 North, Range 6 East on the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 Minute Bristol 
Quadrangle Topographic Map and Sections 7, 8, 17, and 18, Township 37 North, Range 7 East on the 
USGS 7.5 Minute Bristol and Middlebury Quadrangle Topographic Maps. 

Need and Purpose: the need for this project is due to a high crash frequency of cars attempting to turn 
left along U.S. 20.  The purpose of this project is to alleviate traffic congestion and crash frequency 
thereby improving the overall safety of the roadway. 

Existing Conditions: U.S. 20 is currently a two-lane undivided highway between SR 15 and CR 35, 
functionally classified as a Rural Minor Arterial. Within the project area, U.S. 20 comprises two travel 
lanes (each approximately 12-feet wide) and two paved shoulders (each approximately 6-feet wide). The 
existing roadway does not have any left turn lanes within the project area. 

There are no existing railroads within the project area. The surrounding land uses are primarily 
agricultural and residential. 

Proposed Project: The proposed project will widen a portion of U.S. 20 to accommodate the addition of 
a Two-Way Left Turn Lane between SR 15 and CR 35. If traffic volumes warrant additional travel lanes 
to increase capacity, one additional lane in each direction will also be included. The proposed project 
will include widening of the pavement and embankment, installation new pavement markings, and will 
require new right-of-way acquisition. 

Right-of-Way (ROW): INDOT anticipates the need to acquire right-of-way to complete this project.  

Maintenance of Traffic (MOT): Traffic along U.S. 20 may be maintained throughout construction via 
lane closures. 
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Surrounding Resources: INDOT’s Red Flag Investigation (RFI) indicated that several resources lie within 
a half-mile mile radius of the project area. These include religious facilities, a recreational facility, an 
airport, pipelines, a trail, managed lands, National Wetland Inventory (NWI) wetlands, lakes, rivers and 
streams, 303d list impaired rivers and streams. Additionally, several properties within the half-mile 
radius are recorded in the following program databases: Leaking Underground Storage Program, 
NPDES Program, and an Institutional Control Site.  

During the site visit conducted by HNTB Corporation on October 20-21, 2016, suitable summer habitat 
was observed within the project area. No evidence that bats were roosting within the project area was 
observed. No bats were observed in structures within the project area. A review of the USFWS database 
did not indicate the presence of endangered bat species in or within 0.5-mile of the project area. 
Preparation of the Scoping Worksheet for the Range-Wide Programmatic Information Consultation for 
Indiana Bat and Northern Long-Eared Bat (NLEB) will be required. If applicable, preparation of the 
Project Submittal Form for Range-Wide Programmatic Consultation for Indiana Bat and NLEB will be 
required. Lastly, an inquiry using the USFWS Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) website 
did not indicate the presence of the federally endangered species, the Rusty Patched Bumblebee, in or 
within 0.5-mile of the project area. 

A waters/wetland determination will be performed and possible wetlands delineated. A Waters Report 
will summarize the findings. Designers and selected contractors will obtain all applicable permits before 
construction can begin.  

Comments Request: You are asked to review this information and provide any comments you may have 
relative to the anticipated impacts of the project on areas which you have jurisdiction or special 
expertise. To facilitate the development of this project, you are asked to respond within 30 days of 
receiving this letter. If no response is received after the 30-day period ends, it will be assumed that you 
do not have any comments regarding the proposed project. Your timely cooperation in the 
development of this project will be appreciated. If you have any questions regarding this matter, please 
feel free to contact Christine Meador, of HNTB Corporation, at cmeador@hntb.com or 317-917-5338 or 
Damien Perry of INDOT, at dperry@indot.in.gov or 260-969-8266. Thank you in advance for your input. 

Sincerely, 

HNTB CORPORATION 

Christine Meador 
Section Leader 
Environmental Planning 

Attachments: Figure 1: Project Location Map 
Figure 2: Project Area Aerial 
Figure 3: USGS 7.5 Minute Topographic Quad Map 
Project Location Photographs 
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Cc: Phillip Barker, Elkhart County Surveyor 
Brad Rogers, Elkhart County Sheriff 
Jeff Taylor, Elkhart County Highway Department 
Elkhart County Commissioners 
Jane Allen, Middlebury Community Schools 
Jennifer Tobey, Elkhart County Emergency Management 
Jane Hardisty, NRCS- State Conservationist 
Indiana Department of Transportation, Manager of Public Hearings 
US Army Corps of Engineers, Detroit District 
Cam Sholly, National Parks Service-Acting Midwest Regional Director 
Mary Estrada, Indiana Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil and Gas 
Indiana Geological Survey 
Indiana Department of Transportation, Office of Aviation 
Christie Stanifer, Indiana Department of Natural Resources 
Joyce Newland, Federal Highway Administration 
Ninth Coast Guard District 
Elizabeth McCloskey, US Fish and Wildlife Service 
Greater Elkhart Stormwater Partnership 
Elkhart County Soil and Water Conservation District 
Indiana Department of Environmental Management 
USEPA Region 5 Groundwater and Drinking Water Branch 
Michiana Area Council of Governments (MACOG) MPO 
Amanda Kautz, USDA NRCS 
Mary Cripe, Middlebury Town Manager 
Andrew Wood, Northridge High School Principal 
Dale Brier, DNR Outdoor Recreation and Trails Section Chief 
Blair Carlstrom, Waypoint Community Church Lead Pastor
Middlebury Town Council Members 
Karen Novak, INDOT Fort Wayne District 
Damien Perry, INDOT Project Manager 
Jennifer Goins, HNTB Corporation 
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HNTB Corporation 111 Monument Circle Telephone (317)636-4682 
The HNTB Companies Suite 1200 Facsimile (317) 917-5211 
Engineers  Architects  Planners Indianapolis, IN 46204 www.hntb.com 

March 6, 2018 

Christie Stanifer 
Environmental Coordinator 
Indiana Department of Natural Resources 
402 West Washington St. Room W273 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Re: Des. No. 1600517 Update (ER-19872) 
U.S. 20 – SR 15 to CR 35 
Elkhart County, Indiana 

Dear Ms. Stanifer: 

The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) intend 
to proceed with a roadway project to add two travel lanes and a two-way-left-turn lane to U.S. 20 in 
Elkhart County, Indiana. This letter serves as an update regarding the proposed project and a 
continuation of the early coordination phase of the environmental review process. Since the initial Early 
Coordination Letter was distributed and since your response dated July 12, 2017, the project team has 
determined that a five-lane section through the project area is warranted. We request comments from 
you within your area of expertise regarding any potential environmental or community effects associated 
with this proposed project. Please use the above designation number and description in your reply. We 
will incorporate your comments into a study of the project’s environmental effects. 

Project Location: The project area encompasses approximately 134 acres in a rural, unincorporated 
portion of Elkhart County between Elkhart and Middlebury, Indiana. The project area lies within Section 
10 and 15, Township 37 North, Range 6 East on the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 Minute 
Bristol Quadrangle and Sections 7, 8, 17, and 18, Township 37 North, Range 7 East on the USGS 7.5 Minute 
Bristol and Middlebury Quadrangle.  

Existing Conditions: U.S. 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 is currently a two-lane undivided highway, 
functionally classified as a Rural Minor Arterial. Within the project area, U.S. 20 comprises two travel 
lanes (each approximately 12-feet wide) and two paved shoulders (each approximately 6-feet wide), with 
no left turn lanes. Six culverts lie within the project area, none of which are eligible for inclusion on the 
National Register of Historic Places. There are no existing railroads or sidewalks within the project area.  

Purpose and Need: The purpose of the project includes improving safety, reducing congestion, and 
correcting geometric deficiencies through the corridor. The needs for this project are safety concerns 
based on the high crash frequency through this section, current and projected traffic volume and causing 
unacceptable traffic delays, and existing geometric deficiencies of roadway.  

Proposed Project: The updated proposed project will widen U.S. 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 to 
accommodate the addition of one travel lane in each direction and one Two-Way Left Turn Lane. The 
resulting typical section would be a five-lane section with paved shoulders. 

Right-of-Way (ROW): The project is likely to require the acquisition of approximately 48 acres of 
permanent right-of-way.  
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Maintenance of Traffic (MOT): Traffic along U.S. 20 will be maintained throughout construction via lane 
closures. The construction phase of this project is anticipated to span two construction seasons.  

Surrounding Resources: The surrounding land uses are primarily agricultural and residential with 
interspersed wood lots. 

INDOT’s Red Flag Investigation (RFI) indicated that several resources lie within a half-mile mile radius of 
the project area. These include religious facilities, a recreational facility, an airport, pipelines, a snow 
mobile trail, managed lands, National Wetland Inventory (NWI) wetlands, lakes, rivers and streams, and a 
303d list impaired stream. Additionally, several properties within the half-mile radius are recorded in the 
following program databases: Leaking Underground Storage Program, NPDES Program, and an 
Institutional Control Site.  

During the site visits conducted by HNTB Corporation on October 20-21, 2016 and October 17, 2017, 
suitable summer bat habitat was observed within the project area. No evidence that bats were roosting 
within the project area was observed. No bats were observed in structures. A review of the USFWS 
database did not indicate the presence of endangered bat species in or within 0.5-mile of the project 
area. The project will follow the Range-Wide Programmatic Consultation for Indiana Bat and Northern 
Long Eared Bat. Lastly, the USFWS Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) website did not 
indicate the presence of the federally endangered Rusty Patched Bumblebee, in or within 0.5-mile of the 
project area. 

The site is located within Greater Elkhart Stormwater Partnership MS4 permitted entity and crosses an 
Elkhart County Drain. 

Wetlands and streams have been delineated throughout the project with findings summarized in the 
approved Waters Report. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers completed a Jurisdictional Determination for 
this project on January 25, 2018. Designers and selected contractors will obtain all applicable permits 
prior to construction. 

Comments Request You are asked to review this information and provide any comments you may have 
relative to the anticipated impacts of the project on areas which you have jurisdiction or special expertise. 
To facilitate the development of this project, you are asked to respond within 30 days of receiving this 
letter. If no response is received after the 30-day period ends, it will be assumed that you do not have 
any comments regarding the proposed project. Your timely cooperation in the development of this 
project will be appreciated. If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact 
Christine Meador, of HNTB Corporation, at cmeador@hntb.com or 317-917-5338 or Damien Perry of 
INDOT, at dperry@indot.in.gov or 260-969-8266. Thank you in advance for your input. 

Sincerely, 

HNTB CORPORATION 

Christine Meador 
Assistant Department Manger - Environmental Planning 

Sent via email March 6, 2018; no hard copy to follow. 
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Attachments: Figure 1: Project Location Map 
Figure 2: Project Area Aerial 
Figure 3: USGS 7.5 Minute Topographic Quad Map 
Project Location Photographs 

Cc: Phillip Barker, Elkhart County Surveyor 
Brad Rogers, Elkhart County Sheriff 
Jeff Taylor, Elkhart County Highway Department 
Elkhart County Commissioners 
Jane Allen, Middlebury Community Schools 
Jennifer Tobey, Elkhart County Emergency Management 
James Turnwald, Michiana Area Council of Governments (MACOG) 
Andrew Wood, Northridge High School 
Middlebury Town Council Members 
Mary Cripe, Middlebury Town Manager 
Blair Carlstrom, Waypoint Community Church 
Wat Lao Dharmajaro Buddhist Temple 
David Yoder, Amish Steering Committee 
John Heiliger, Greater Elkhart Stormwater Partnership 
Jim Hess, Elkhart County Soil and Water Conservation District 
Hatfield Airport 
Doug Stuckey, Elkhart County Snowmobile Club 
Indiana Department of Transportation, Manager of Public Hearings 
Mary Estrada, Indiana Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil and Gas 
Indiana Geological Survey 
Indiana Department of Transportation, Office of Aviation 
Christie Stanifer, Indiana Department of Natural Resources 
Indiana Department of Environmental Management 
Dale Brier, IDNR Outdoor Recreation Streams and Trails 
Toni Langevin, Indiana Department of Transportation 
Jane Hardisty, NRCS- State Conservationist 
US Army Corps of Engineers, Detroit District, Environmental Analysis 
Dominique Blockett, US Army Corps of Engineers, Technical Services Regulatory 
Cam Sholly, National Parks Service-Acting Midwest Regional Director 
Joyce Newland, Federal Highway Administration 
Elizabeth McCloskey, US Fish and Wildlife Service 
Ninth Coast Guard District 
William Spaulding, USEPA Region 5 Groundwater and Drinking Water Branch 
Damien Perry, INDOT Project Manager 
Mark Young, HNTB Corporation 
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1

Richard Connolly

From: Elizabeth Ewing
Sent: Thursday, January 18, 2018 8:38 AM
To: Richard Connolly
Subject: FW: Early Coordination Des. No. 1600517

Elizabeth Ewing 
Environmental Planning 
Email eewing@hntb.com   

From: Estrada, Mary [mailto:mestrada@dnr.IN.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2017 2:16 PM 
To: Elizabeth Ewing <eewing@HNTB.com> 
Subject: RE: Early Coordination Des. No. 1600517 

We do not have any records of any oil or gas wells drilled in this area.  I do see some groundwater withdraw wells owned
by Elkhart County Gravel Inc.  which are located at the east end of US 20 before it turns to the southeast but we 
wouldn’t have anything to do with those.  They may belong to Elkhart County. 

Good luck with your project! 

Mary Estrada, Asst. Dir. 
DNR, Div. of Oil and Gas 
402 W. Washington ST. W293 
Indianapolis, In 46204 
(317) 233‐0933

From: Elizabeth Ewing [mailto:eewing@HNTB.com]  
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 3:38 PM 
To: Estrada, Mary 
Cc: Christine Meador; Joshua Cook; Richard Connolly; Perry, Damien N (INDOT) 
Subject: RE: Early Coordination Des. No. 1600517 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Ms. Estrada, 

Please excuse the error, the route this project is on is US 20 located in Elkhart County, not US 150. 

Thanks, 

Elizabeth Ewing 
Scientist II 
Direct (317) 917-5336     
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1

Laura Barnhart

From: Estrada, Mary <mestrada@dnr.IN.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 3:14 PM
To: Laura Barnhart
Subject: RE: Follow Up Coordination - Des 16000517 - US 20 from SR 15 to CR 35

Laura, I just checked the maps for oil and gas related wells and do not see any such wells.  I can’t find my old response so 
I don’t remember what I said  back then.  My maps don’t show water wells unless they were drilled just to hold 
produced water temporarily until plugged. 

I also can’t find my original response. 

I hope this clears up any confusion.   

Mary Estrada 
DNR, Div. of Oil and Gas 
317‐233‐0933 

From: Laura Barnhart [mailto:lbarnhart@HNTB.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, February 07, 2018 6:33 PM 
To: Estrada, Mary 
Subject: Follow Up Coordination - Des 16000517 - US 20 from SR 15 to CR 35 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Hello Ms. Estrada, 

Thank you for your ECL response on June 14, 2017 for this project on US 20 (attached). You originally responded to my 
colleague, Elizabeth Ewing. 

I am following up on your comment regarding potential water withdraw wells. While I know you do not oversee those 
kinds of wells, I just want to make sure I am not missing anything.  

In viewing DNR’s Water Well Viewer for the area, I see a cluster of Significant Water Withdraw Facility  wells located just 
east of US 20 and County Road 16 (circled in red). Do you think we have identified the same wells? Or are you seeing 
something else in addition? 

Thanks! 
‐Laura 
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1

Laura Barnhart

From: Brier, Dale <dbrier@dnr.IN.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 2:03 PM
To: Laura Barnhart
Cc: Marisavljevic, Amy
Subject: RE: Early Coordination - Des 1600517 - US 20 between State Road 15 and County Road 35

Laura, 

Sorry for taking so long to reply.   I’d be happy to answer any questions you have about the snowmobile trail and US 
20. My initial look at the snowmobile trail in that area leads me to believe that any expansion won’t be a problem for
us.

Dale Brier  
Streams and Trails Section Chief  
Division of Outdoor Recreation  
Department of Natural Resources  
402 W. Washington St.  W271 
Indianapolis IN, 46204  
317-232-4072
www.IN.gov/dnr/outdoor

From: Laura Barnhart [mailto:lbarnhart@HNTB.com]  
Sent: Thursday, February 01, 2018 1:39 PM 
To: Brier, Dale <dbrier@dnr.IN.gov> 
Cc: Marisavljevic, Amy <AMarisavljevic@dnr.IN.gov> 
Subject: Early Coordination ‐ Des 1600517 ‐ US 20 between State Road 15 and County Road 35 

Mr. Brier, 

Please find the attached Early Coordination Letter and supporting graphics for the proposed US 20 roadway project 
between State Road 15 and County Road 35.  

Including you all as part of agency coordination in light of the Miami Snowmobile trail. I spoke with Doug Stuckey from 
the Elkhart County Snowmobile Club, who suggested that I include Ms. Marisavljevic also.  

While I look forward to any formal comments DNR Outdoor Recreation may have on the project, would either be 
available to field a few of my initial questions? Let me know if you have some availability for a quick call.     

Thank you, 

Laura Barnhart 
Scientist III
Planning Services ‐ Environmental 
Tel (317) 917-5219  Email lbarnhart@hntb.com 
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1

Laura Barnhart

From: Marisavljevic, Amy <AMarisavljevic@dnr.IN.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2018 9:21 AM
To: Laura Barnhart
Subject: RE: Early Coordination Update - US 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 - Des 1600517

Laura,  

Thanks for all the information. Dale Brier passed along this information to me since I am Indiana Snowmobile Trail 
Program Coordinator. I have discussed this with Elkhart County Snowmobile Club, the local club that manages the Miami 
Snowmobile Trail. They have communicated to me that they do not see this having an effect on the trail, with the 
exception of if the construction would be taking place between December‐March (snowmobile season) at all and it 
taking snowmobiler a bit extra time/caution to cross this road once it gets expanded. My only concern would be to 
ensure that INDOT adds the snowmobile crossing signs once the construction is completed so that vehicles are still 
aware of the trail crossing. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me.  

Thanks,  

Amy Marisavljevic 
Streams and Trails Specialist 
Indiana Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Outdoor Recreation 
402 W. Washington St. W271 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
317-232-4067
amarisavljevic@dnr.IN.gov
www.IN.gov/dnr/outdoor

Like us on Facebook! 

From: Brier, Dale  
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2018 8:26 AM 
To: Marisavljevic, Amy <AMarisavljevic@dnr.IN.gov> 
Subject: RE: Early Coordination Update ‐ US 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 ‐ Des 1600517 

From: Laura Barnhart [mailto:lbarnhart@HNTB.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2018 12:24 PM 
To: Brier, Dale <dbrier@dnr.IN.gov> 
Cc: Marisavljevic, Amy <AMarisavljevic@dnr.IN.gov> 
Subject: RE: Early Coordination Update ‐ US 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 ‐ Des 1600517 
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Richard Connolly

From: Wright, Mary <MWRIGHT@indot.IN.gov>
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2017 11:35 AM
To: Christine Meador
Subject: RE: 1600517 US 20 - SR 15 to CR 35 Early Coordination

Early Coordination and Creating a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) 

We have received your early coordination notification packet for the above referenced project(s).  Our office prefers to 

be notified at the early corrdination stage in order to encourage early and on going public involvement aside from the 

specific legal requirements as outlined in our Public Involvement Manual http://www.in.gov/indot/2366.htm . 

Seeking the public’s understanding of transportation improvement projects early in the project development stage can 

allow the opportunity for the public to express their concerns, comments, and to seek buy‐in. Early coordination is the 

perfect opportunity to examine the proposed project and it’s impacts to the community along with the many ways and 

or tools to inform the public of the improvements and seek engagement.  A good public involvement plan, or PIP, should 

consider the type, scope, impacts, and the level of public awareness that should, or could, be implemented.  In other 

words, although there are cases where no public involvement is legally required, sometimes it is simply the right thing to 

do in order to keep the public informed. 

The public involvement office is always available to provide support and resources to bolster any public involvement 

activitiers you may wish to implement or discuss.  Please feel free to contact our office anytime should you have any 

questions or concerns. 

Thank you for notifying our office about your proposed project.  We trust you will not only analyze the appropriate 

public involement required, but also consider the opportunity to do go above and beyond those requirements in 

creating a good PIP. 

Rickie Clark, Manager        

100 North Senate Avenue, Room N642              

Indianapolis, IN 46204           

Phone: 317‐232‐6601              

Email: rclark@indot.in.gov 

Mary Wright, Hearing Examiner 

Phone: 317‐234‐0796 

Email: mwright@indot.in.gov 
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www.in.gov/dot/ 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

100 North Senate Avenue 
Room N955 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

PHONE: (317) 232-1477  
FAX: (317) 232-1499

Eric Holcomb, Governor 
Joe McGuinness, Commissioner 

June 21, 2017 

Ms. Christine Meador, Section Leader 
Civil & Environmental Consultants, Inc. 
530 E. Ohio Street, Suite G 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Subject: Early Coordination Review (Des. No. 1600517) 

Dear Ms. Meador,  

In response to your request on June 9, 2017 for early coordination review of a two-way left turn lane and 
potentially the addition of travel lanes along US 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 in Elkhart County, Indiana; 
the Indiana Department of Transportation, Office of Aviation has reviewed the information and provides 
the following:      

Are there any existing or proposed public-use airports within 5 nautical miles of the project 
limits (IC 8-21-10-6)? 
The nearest public-use airports is located beyond 5 nautical miles of the project site. 

Will an Indiana Tall Structure permit (IC 8-21-10-3-a) and/or Noise Sensitive (IC 8-21-10-3-b) 
permit be required? 
Based upon the provided information, an Indiana Tall Structure permit would not be required unless 
the project involves the construction of a temporary (e.g., crane) or permanent structure that exceeds a 
height of 200 feet above ground level. 

For any questions related to Indiana Tall Structure and/or Noise Sensitive permitting, please contact James 
Kinder at (317) 232-1485 jkinder2@indot.in.gov. 

Sincerely, 

Adam French 
Chief Airport Inspector, Office of Aviation 
Indiana Department of Transportation 
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www.in.gov/dot/ 
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Fort Wayne District 
5333 Hatfield Rd. 
Fort Wayne, IN 46808 

PHONE: (260) 484-9541
FAX: (260) 471-1039

Eric Holcomb, Governor 
Joe McGuinness, Commissioner 

February 6, 2018 

Ms. Laura Barnhart - Scientist III 
Planning Services - Environmental 
HNTB Corporation 
111 Monument Circle, Suite 1200  
Indianapolis, IN 46204
lbarnhart@HNTB.com

Re:  Early Coordination – Des. No. 1600517 
U.S. 20 Two Way Left Turn Lanes – SR 15 to CR 35 
Elkhart County, Indiana 

Dear Ms. Barnhart, 

The Fort Wayne District has received your early coordination letter dated February 1, 2018.  Based 
upon the information provided, we have no environmental concerns regarding the project at this time. 

All construction activities should be cleared through Section 106 and INDOT Office of Public 
Involvement. The information detailed once the Section 106 and public involvement documentation 
is complete should be taken into consideration, reviewed during the project planning process, and 
incorporated into the environmental document/commitments as necessary. 

A waters of the U.S. report and a permit determination should be prepared for Central Office ES 
review.

The range wide programmatic consultation for the Indiana Bat and Northern Long eared Bat will need 
to be completed according to "Using the USFWS's IPaC System for Listed Bat Consultation for 
INDOT Projects" dated October 25, 2017. 

Please make future environmental review submittals through ERMS.  If you have any questions please 
feel free to contact me. 

Regards,

Toni N. Langevin 
Environmental Manager II
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Richard Connolly

From: Christine Meador
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2018 10:09 AM
To: Clift, Wm. Todd; Perry, Damien N (INDOT)
Cc: Richard Connolly; Kurtz, Brent; Loy, Mary
Subject: RE: Des 1600517 US 20 Improvement Project, Elkhart County Conceptual Stage Relocation Summary

Thank you for the clarification and have a great day. 
Chris  
 

From: Clift, Wm. Todd [mailto:WClift@indot.IN.gov]  
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2018 10:04 AM 
To: Christine Meador <CMeador@HNTB.com>; Perry, Damien N (INDOT) <DPerry1@indot.IN.gov> 
Cc: Richard Connolly <rconnolly@HNTB.com>; Kurtz, Brent <BKurtz@indot.IN.gov>; Loy, Mary <MaLoy@indot.IN.gov> 
Subject: RE: Des 1600517 US 20 Improvement Project, Elkhart County Conceptual Stage Relocation Summary 
 
Hello Cristine – 
 
A CSRS is not an INDOT or FHWA requirement but it is one of the tools that can be used for the relocation 
planning.  What is required is to ensure that items 1‐5 listed below are covered in the NEPA / EJ document.    
 
We are currently putting out an RFP for all Real Estate Services (RW Management, Appraising, Buying and Relocation) 
for the US 20 project.  The firm awarded this contract will be required to ensure that the assigned relocation agent 
attend the onsite appraisal meetings for those relocation parcels.  This early involvement by the assigned relocation 
agent has been an accepted process by FHWA which is considered “early stage planning” for those persons displaced 
for a federally funded projects.  
 
There is a cost related to a CSRS, I’ve included the Project Manager on my reply.   If Damien feels a CSRS is needed, we 
will need to ensure funding is in place to pay for the cost of the report.  They can run from $2,000 ‐ $10,000 depending 
on the complexity and number of relocations on the project.    I would estimate a CSRS for this project to be around 
$5,000.00. 
 
As for my personal opinion on the CSRS; they can be useful on large complex relocation projects but with mostly 
residential relocations on this project, I don’t believe it would be that beneficial. 
 
Please let me know if you have any follow up questions. 
 
 

49 CFR 24.205(a) Relocation planning 

(a)Relocation planning. During the early stages of development, an Agency shall plan Federal and federally-assisted 
programs or projects in such a manner that recognizes the problems associated with the displacement of 
individuals, families, businesses, farms, and nonprofit organizations and develop solutions to minimize the adverse 
impacts of displacement. Such planning, where appropriate, shall precede any action by an Agency which will cause 
displacement, and should be scoped to the complexity and nature of the anticipated displacing activity including an 
evaluation of program resources available to carry out timely and orderly relocations. Planning may involve a 
relocation survey or study, which may include the following:  

(1) An estimate of the number of households to be displaced including information such as owner/tenant status, 
estimated value and rental rates of properties to be acquired, family characteristics, and special consideration of 
the impacts on minorities, the elderly, large families, and persons with disabilities when applicable.  
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(2) An estimate of the number of comparable replacement dwellings in the area (including price ranges and rental 
rates) that are expected to be available to fulfill the needs of those households displaced. When an adequate 
supply of comparable housing is not expected to be available, the Agency should consider housing of last resort 
actions.  

(3) An estimate of the number, type and size of the businesses, farms, and nonprofit organizations to be 
displaced and the approximate number of employees that may be affected.  

(4) An estimate of the availability of replacement business sites. When an adequate supply of replacement 
business sites is not expected to be available, the impacts of displacing the businesses should be considered and 
addressed. Planning for displaced businesses which are reasonably expected to involve complex or lengthy 
moving processes or small businesses with limited financial resources and/or few alternative relocation sites 
should include an analysis of business moving problems.  

(5) Consideration of any special relocation advisory services that may be necessary from the displacing Agency 
and other cooperating Agencies.  

 
Wm. Todd Clift 
Acquisition, Relocation & LPA 
Section Manager 
100 N. Senate Avenue, Room N642 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
Office: (317) 232‐5060 
Fax: (317) 233‐3055 
Email: wclift@indot.in.gov 

 

 
 
 

From: Christine Meador [mailto:CMeador@HNTB.com]  
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2018 10:40 PM 
To: Clift, Wm. Todd <WClift@indot.IN.gov> 
Cc: Richard Connolly <rconnolly@HNTB.com> 
Subject: Des 1600517 US 20 Improvement Project, Elkhart County Conceptual Stage Relocation Summary 
 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Mr. Clift, 
 
We are looking for some guidance from your office as to whether or not a Conceptual Stage Relocation Survey (CSRS) 
will be needed for this project. We are currently anticipating around 17 relocations (15 residential and 2 commercial). 
During the environmental kickoff meeting we were directed to contact you to determine the need of the study.  Any 
guidance you can provide would be greatly appreciated. Let me know if you have any questions or would like to discuss 
the project further.   
 
Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 
 
 
Christine Meador 
Assistant Department Manager 
Environmental Planning 
Tel (317) 636-4682    Cell (317) 459-3629  Direct (317) 917-5338     Email cmeador@hntb.com  
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
DETROIT DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

477 MICHIGAN AVE. 
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226-2550 

      July 21, 2017 

Christine Meador 
HNTB Corporation 
111 Monument Circle, Suite 1200 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Dear Ms. Meador: 

      This is in response to your June 9, 2017, letter requesting comments on the 
proposed addition of a two-way left turn lane and the possible addition of travel lanes 
along US 20 between State Road 15 (SR 15) and County Road (CR 35) in Elkhart 
County, Indiana (Des. No. 1600517).  We are providing comments in accordance with 
our responsibilities under our civil works and regulatory programs.  We are also 
providing advice under our Floodplain Management Services Program.   

      Our civil works program does not include any existing or currently planned projects 
for water resources in the vicinity of the proposal described in your letter; nor do we 
have any proposed studies for the area. 

      Our Regulatory Office is reviewing your project proposal pursuant to Section 10 of the 
Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.  They will 
provide information regarding Department of the Army permit considerations for the 
project in a separate mailing.  No activities under the Corps of Engineers’ regulatory 
jurisdiction may commence without prior Corps’ authorization.  Questions regarding the 
regulatory review can be directed to Ms. Dominique Blockett, Project Manager, 
Compliance and Enforcement Branch, Regulatory Office, at 313-226-1325.  Please 
reference Regulatory File Number LRE-2017-00516-120 when inquiring about this 
review. 

      The project site is not in a Federally delineated floodplain.  The Federal Emergency 
Management Agency Flood Insurance Program database does not include mapping for 
the project area, but indicates that no special flood hazard exists.  As local- or State-
designated floodplains may be present in the project site, we recommend that you 
coordinate with local officials and with the Indiana Department of Natural Resources 
regarding the applicability of a floodplain permit prior to construction.  This coordination 
would help ensure compliance with local and state floodplain management regulations 
and acts, such as the Indiana Flood Control Act (IC 13-2-22).  If you obtain information 
indicating that any part of your project would impact a floodplain, you should consider 
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other alternatives that, to the extent possible, avoid or minimize adverse impacts 
associated with use of the floodplain. 

      We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed addition of a two-way 
left turn lane along US 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 in Elkhart County, Indiana.  Any 
questions may be directed to Mr. Paul Allerding of my staff at 313-226-7590 or me at 
313-226-2476.

Sincerely, 

     Original signed 

Charles A. Uhlarik, Chief 
Environmental Analysis Branch 

Copies furnished:   

Dominique Blockett, Corps Regulatory Office, Detroit 
Jason Chrumka, Corps Floodplain Management Services Coordinator, Detroit 
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Project No.   Des. No.   1600517 

Project Description       Two Way Left Turn Lane, U.S. 20 – SR 15 to CR 35, Elkhart County, 
Indiana 

Name of Organization requesting early coordination: 

  HNTB Corporation 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE INDIANA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

1) Do unusual and/or problem (  ) geographic, (  ) geological, (  ) geophysical, or
(  ) topographic features exist within the project limits? Describe:

No 

2) Have existing or potential mineral resources been identified in this area? Describe:
         No 

3) Are there any active or abandoned mineral resources extraction sites located nearby?
Describe:

 No 

This information was furnished by: 

Name:        Robin Rupp          Title:   Geologist 
Address:    611 North Walnut Grove, Bloomington, IN 47405 
Phone:    812-855-7428       Date:  July 6, 2017 
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Laura Barnhart

From: Christine Meador
Sent: Thursday, February 01, 2018 5:39 PM
To: Laura Barnhart
Subject: FW: SSA Inquiry - Des. No. 1600517 - U.S. 20 between S.R. 15 and C.R. 35

From: Bosscher, Valerie [mailto:bosscher.valerie@epa.gov]  
Sent: Thursday, February 1, 2018 5:35 PM 
To: Christine Meador <CMeador@HNTB.com> 
Cc: dperry@indot.in.gov 
Subject: SSA Inquiry ‐ Des. No. 1600517 ‐ U.S. 20 between S.R. 15 and C.R. 35 

Good afternoon, Christine, 

In reply to your letter about the above referenced project, my review of your project location along U.S. 20 between S.R. 
15 and C.R. 35, located between Middlebury and Elkhart, Indiana, is not located within a designated Sole Source Aquifer 
review area, so an EPA Sole Source Aquifer project review of this project is not required. This is based on my 
understanding, based on information provided, that the project will only impact a small distance to the south of U.S. 20. 

The project location (highlighted in red below) is outside the St. Joseph SSA project review area (i.e., U.S. 20 is at least 
approximately 250 feet to north), as shown in this screen shot from the searchable maps online at 
https://www.epa.gov/dwssa: 
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While this project is not subject to Sole Source Aquifer review, we suggest that during construction appropriate 
safeguards are in place to ensure that ground water is not endangered.  Such safeguards would include securing 
adequate precautions for fueling/servicing large equipment, using “green infrastructure” practices where possible, and 
developing contingency plans to handle the release of any hazardous materials.  

Please let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like a formal response letter.  

Thank you, 
Val 

Valerie Bosscher, P.E. 
Environmental Engineer 
Ground Water & Drinking Water Branch  
Ph 312‐886‐6731 
U.S. EPA Region 5 
77 W. Jackson Blvd. (WG‐15J) 
Chicago, IL 60604 
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Laura Barnhart

From: Bosscher, Valerie <bosscher.valerie@epa.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2018 3:47 PM
To: Laura Barnhart
Subject: RE: SSA Inquiry - Des. No. 1600517 - U.S. 20 between S.R. 15 and C.R. 35

Good afternoon, Ms. Barnhart, 

Thank you for the notification of the change in the project (to 5 lanes) and for the clarification of the distance from the 
St. Joseph SSA boundary. 

Because the project is not located within a designated Sole Source Aquifer review area, an EPA Sole Source Aquifer 
project review of this project is not required.  

Thank you, 
Val 

Valerie Bosscher, P.E. 
Environmental Engineer 
Ground Water & Drinking Water Branch  
Ph 312‐886‐6731 
U.S. EPA Region 5 
77 W. Jackson Blvd. (WG‐15J) 
Chicago, IL 60604 

From: Laura Barnhart [mailto:lbarnhart@HNTB.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2018 12:42 PM 
To: Bosscher, Valerie <bosscher.valerie@epa.gov> 
Cc: spaulding.william@epa.gov 
Subject: RE: SSA Inquiry ‐ Des. No. 1600517 ‐ U.S. 20 between S.R. 15 and C.R. 35 

Hello Ms. Bosscher, 

Thank you for your original response to the early coordination letter, and the link to view SSAs.  

Please find the attached update to Early Coordination regarding the INDOT roadway project US 20 between SR 15 and 
CR 35 in Elkhart County (Des 1600517). The proposed right‐of‐way lines and construction limits will be within 125 feet of 
the delineated SSA on the west end of the project. Checking in to make sure this proximity wouldn’t change any 
recommendations. 

Thank you, 

Laura Barnhart 
Scientist III
Planning Services ‐ Environmental 
Tel (317) 917-5219  Email lbarnhart@hntb.com 

HNTB CORPORATION 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Natural Resources Conservation Service

PART I (To be completed by Federal Agency)

1. Name of Project

2. Type of Project

PART II (To be completed by NRCS)

3. Date of Land Evaluation Request

5. Federal Agency Involved

6. County and State

1. Date Request Received by NRCS

YES NO  

4.
Sheet 1 of

NRCS-CPA-106
(Rev. 1-91)

2. Person Completing Form

4. Acres Irrigated Average Farm Size

7. Amount of Farmland As Defined in FPPA

Acres: %

FARMLAND CONVERSION IMPACT RATING
FOR CORRIDOR TYPE PROJECTS

6. Farmable Land in Government Jurisdiction

Acres: %

3. Does the corridor contain prime, unique statewide or local important farmland?

(If no, the FPPA does not apply - Do not complete additional parts of this form).

5. Major Crop(s)

8. Name Of Land Evaluation System Used 9. Name of Local Site Assessment System 10. Date Land Evaluation Returned by NRCS

Alternative Corridor For Segment
Corridor A Corridor B Corridor C Corridor D

PART III (To be completed by Federal Agency)

A. Total Acres To Be Converted Directly

B. Total Acres To Be Converted Indirectly, Or To Receive Services

C. Total Acres In Corridor

PART IV (To be completed by NRCS) Land Evaluation Information

A. Total Acres Prime And Unique Farmland

B. Total Acres Statewide And Local Important Farmland

C. Percentage Of Farmland in County Or Local Govt. Unit To Be Converted

D. Percentage Of Farmland in Govt. Jurisdiction With Same Or Higher Relative Value

PART V (To be completed by NRCS) Land Evaluation Information Criterion Relative 
value of Farmland to Be Serviced or Converted (Scale of 0 - 100 Points)

PART VI (To be completed by Federal Agency) Corridor
Assessment Criteria (These criteria are explained in 7 CFR 658.5(c))

1. Area in Nonurban Use

2. Perimeter in Nonurban Use

3. Percent Of Corridor Being Farmed

4. Protection Provided By State And Local Government

5. Size of Present Farm Unit Compared To Average

6. Creation Of Nonfarmable Farmland

Maximum
Points

15

10

20

20

10

25

57. Availablility Of Farm Support Services

8. On-Farm Investments

9. Effects Of Conversion On Farm Support Services

10. Compatibility With Existing Agricultural Use

20

25

10

160TOTAL CORRIDOR ASSESSMENT POINTS

PART VII (To be completed by Federal Agency)

Relative Value Of Farmland (From Part V) 100

Total Corridor Assessment (From Part VI above or a local site
assessment) 160

TOTAL POINTS (Total of above 2 lines) 260

1. Corridor Selected: 2. Total Acres of Farmlands to be
Converted by Project:

5. Reason For Selection:

Signature of Person Completing this Part:

3. Date Of Selection: 4. Was A Local Site Assessment Used?

YES NO

DATE

NOTE: Complete a form for each segment with more than one Alternate Corridor

Des No 1600517

Roadway alternatives

7/2/18  of 

FHWA

ElkhartCounty, Indiana

7/5/18 SR

✔
128  Ac

Corn 257229 86 165598 55

91.0 91.0

91.0 91.0 0.0 0.0

42.8 41.8
0.0 0.0
.017 0.0160
9.0 9.0

100 100

4 4
6 6
3 5
20 20
0 0
0 0
4 4
12 12
4 4

2 2

55 57 0 0

100 100

55 57 0 0

155 157 0 0

Corridor 2

33 Acres 8/10/18 ✔

Corridor 2 was chosen as it exhibited fewer overall environmental and utility impacts.

Richard Connolly 8/8/18

Corridor 1 Corridor 2 Corridor 3 Corridor 4
:
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United States Department of the Interior 
Fish and Wildlife Service 

Indiana Field Office (ES) 
620 South Walker Street 

Bloomington, IN  47403-2121 

Phone:  (812) 334-4261  Fax:  (812) 334-4273 

July 7, 2017 

Mrs. Christine Meador 

HNTB Corporation 

111 Monument Circle, Suite 1200 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

Project No.:  Des. 1600517 

Project:         US 20 Continuous Left Turn Lane, SR 15 to CR 35 

Location:      Elkhart County 

Dear Mrs. Meador: 

This responds to your letter dated June 9, 2017, requesting our comments on the aforementioned 

project. 

These comments have been prepared under the authority of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination 

Act (l6 U.S.C. 661 et. seq.) and are consistent with the intent of the National Environmental 

Policy Act of l969, the Endangered Species Act of l973, and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 

Mitigation Policy. 

The proposed project consists of the widening of approximately 4 miles of US 20 to provide a 

continuous left turn lane in the center of the highway; however, if traffic volumes warrant 

additional travel lanes, the project will also widen the highway to 4 lanes plus the center left turn 

lane.  US 20 west of SR 15 to CR 17 was recently widened to 4 lanes and the US 20/CR 35 

intersection is already 3 lanes, so this proposed project is a continuation of upgrades along US 20 

across northern Indiana.  Additional permanent right-of-way will be required for the proposed 

project; however, your letter does not provide information on the current or proposed right-of-

way widths. 

Several wetlands are adjacent to US 20 in the western portion of the proposed project area.  They 

currently extend to the roadside ditches at the base of the highway embankment, and therefore 

may be within the existing right-of-way.  Mitigation for the loss of wetlands will be required.  In 

addition, many trees, both deciduous and evergreen, which provide habitat for migratory birds 

and other wildlife will be lost to the project and will need to be replaced as close to the project 

area as possible.   
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ENDANGERED SPECIES 

The proposed project is within the range of the Federally endangered Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis) 

and the threatened northern long-eared bat Myotis septentrionalis) and eastern massasauga 

rattlesnake (Sistrurus catenatus).  The impacts on the 2 bat species will be evaluated utilizing the 

Range-wide Programmatic Consultation process, as determined through Section 7 consultation 

among the U.S. FWS and the Federal Highway Administration.  There is no known habitat for 

the eastern massasauga within the proposed project area, so we agree that the proposed project is 

not likely to adversely affect this threatened species. 

This precludes the need for further consultation on the eastern massasauga as required under 

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of l973, as amended.   

We appreciate the opportunity to comment at this early stage of project planning.  If project plans 

change, please recoordinate with our office as soon as possible.  For further discussion, please 

contact Elizabeth McCloskey at (219) 983-9753 or elizabeth_mccloskey@fws.gov. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Elizabeth S. McCloskey 

for Scott E. Pruitt 

Supervisor 

Sent via email July 7, 2017; no hard copy to follow. 

cc:  Christie Stanifer, Environmental Coordinator, Division of Fish and Wildlife, Indianapolis, IN 

  Federal Highway Administration, Indianapolis, IN 
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Laura Barnhart

From: McCloskey, Elizabeth <elizabeth_mccloskey@fws.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2018 2:18 PM
To: Laura Barnhart; Christine Meador
Subject: Re: Early Coordination Update - US 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 - Des 1600517

Good afternoon Laura and Christine, 

Although I believe our original letter of July 7, 2017 continues to suffice at this time, I do have a few questions. 

The drawing showing the proposed new right‐of‐way appears to be wider to the south than to the north ‐ is it really 
planned to shift the highway slightly south or is that just an anomaly in the drawings?  It appears that a large number of 
houses would be removed if the highway is widened to the south, which seems to eliminate the need for a continuous 
left turn lane throughout the entire project length because home‐owners would no longer be making turns across the 
traffic.  Although your letter indicates that about 48 acres of new permanent right‐of‐way would be required, the width 
of the ROW compared to the current ROW is not given.  Once the project is further refined, we would appreciate 
receiving a .kmz file showing the ROW.   

Whether or not woodland mitigation is needed for listed bats, USFWS would still like to see mitigation for the loss of 
trees for migratory birds and other wildlife, since a large number of trees will be taken.  You wouldn't have seen bats in 
October during site visits because they will already have migrated, and it is almost impossible to see roosting bats 
anyway even when they are there.  The overall habitat in the area is suitable for bats, but no studies have been done in 
that area so no records would show up in our or IDNR's databases. 

Please provide us a copy of the wetlands delineation report and the Corps' jurisdictional determination ‐ we will be 
reviewing the Section 404 permit for the project and it will help a great deal if we have all that information up front.  

Thank you for keeping us informed about this project. 

Elizabeth McCloskey 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Northern Indiana Suboffice 

On Tue, Mar 6, 2018 at 1:34 PM, Laura Barnhart <lbarnhart@hntb.com> wrote: 

Ms. McCloskey, 

Please find the attached update to Early Coordination regarding the INDOT roadway project US 20 between SR 15 and 
CR 35 in Elkhart County (Des 1600517). 

In your original July 7, 2018 early coordination response, you noted interest in the right‐of‐way boundaries. You will 
find an initial version of the proposed ROW boundaries in the attached graphics. These are subject to some change at 
this point. However, it should be assumed that up to 5.5 acre of tree clearing may be necessary, a portion of which may 
extend to 100‐300 feet from the edge of existing pavement. 
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Richard Connolly

From: McCloskey, Elizabeth <elizabeth_mccloskey@fws.gov>
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:15 AM
To: Richard Connolly
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Early Coordination Update - US 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 - Des 1600517

Good morning Richard, thank you for this information.  I was able to get the wetland delineation. 
 
Are you still planning a site visit for next week?  The only day I will not be available it Wednesday the 20th. 
 
Elizabeth McCloskey 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Northern Indiana Suboffice 
 
On Wed, May 30, 2018 at 3:32 PM, Richard Connolly <rconnolly@hntb.com> wrote: 

Ms. McCloskey, 

  

My colleague, Laura Barnhart, has moved to the Idaho Rockies so I’ll be picking up this coordination thread where she 
left off. Below are answers to the questions in your March 20, 2018 e‐mail.  

  

The proposed new right‐of‐way shown on the graphics provided shows the approximate right‐of‐way of the 
recommended preferred alternative. This alternative does shift to the south slightly.  Other alternatives under 
consideration widen the roadway to the north and widen equally north and south from the existing centerline. Each 
alternative would displace approximately the same number of residences. The widen to the south alternative 
minimizes impacts to forested wetlands and avoids substantial utility conflicts.    

  

On average throughout the corridor the proposed right‐of‐way for the recommended preferred alternative is 
approximately 80‐90 feet further south than the existing right of way. I have attached a KMZ of the preliminary right‐of‐
way for the recommended alternative.  

  

You will be receiving an e‐mail with instruction on how to access the wetland delineation report via our FTP site.  Our 
preliminary plan to mitigate wetland impacts is to purchase credits from the Indiana Stream and Wetland Mitigation 
Program. We will look for opportunities to mitigate any unavoidable upland forest impacts.  Let me know if you have 
any problems accessing the site.  

  

Also, I’m looking a setting up a resource agency meeting for the project the week of June 18. Are there any days or 
times that do not work for you? My plan was to set up a conference call/webex but if there is enough interest we could 
meet on site.   
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Indiana Department of Environmental Management  
We Protect Hoosiers and Our Environment. 

100 N. Senate Avenue  •  Indianapolis, IN 46204 
(800) 451-6027   •  (317) 232-8603  •  www.idem.IN.gov

Eric J. Holcomb  Bruno Pigott 
Governor Commissioner 

Please Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 

  March 12, 2018 
66-33
HNTB Corporation
Attention: Ms. Christine Meador
111 Monument Circle, Suite 1200
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Dear Ms. Christine Meador, 
RE: Wellhead Protection Area 

Proximity Determination 
Des No 1600517 Update 
U.S. 20 – SR 15 to CR 35 
Elkhart County, Indiana 

 Upon review of the above referenced project site, it has been determined that the proposed 
project area is not located within a Wellhead Protection Area.  The information is accurate to the 
best of our knowledge; however, there are in some cases a few factors that could impact the 
accuracy of this determination.  Some Wellhead Protection Area Delineations have not been 
submitted, and many have not been approved by this office.  In these cases we use a 3,000 foot 
fixed radius buffer to make the proximity determination.  To find the status of a Public Water 
Supply System’s (PWSS’s) Wellhead Protection Area Delineation please visit our tracking 
database at http://www.in.gov/idem/cleanwater/2456.htm and scroll to the bottom of the page.  

Note:  the Drinking Water Branch has launched a new self service feature which allows one to 
determine wellhead proximity without submitting the application form.  Use the following 
instructions:   

1. Go to http://idemmaps.idem.in.gov/whpa2/
2. Use the search tool located in the upper left hand corner of the application to zoom to your

site of interest by way of city, county, or address; or use the mouse to click on the site of
interest displayed on the map.

3. Once the site of interest has been located and selected, use the print tool to create a .pdf of
a wellhead protection area proximity determination response.

In the future please consider using this self service feature if it is suits your needs. 

If you have any additional questions please feel free to contact me at the address above or at 
(317) 233-9158 and aturnbow@idem.in.gov.

Sincerely, 

Alisha Turnbow,  
Environmental Manager 
Ground Water Section 
Drinking Water Branch 
Office of Water Quality 
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Aaron Grisel

From: Lamkin, Sara <SLamkin@idem.IN.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2018 9:52 AM

To: Aaron Grisel

Subject: RE: U.S. 20 Improvement NPDES Permit Coordination

Arron, 
 
My only concerns are the ones you have already pointed out the access to the sites for adjacent 
sites/facilities and the overlap that you mentioned.  
 
Sara Lamkin 
Storm Water Permit Coordinator 
IDEM, Office of Water Quality 
100 North Senate Avenue 
IGCN Room 1255 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
317-233-1864 
 
From: Aaron Grisel [mailto:tgrisel@HNTB.com]  

Sent: Friday, July 20, 2018 10:26 AM 

To: Lamkin, Sara <SLamkin@idem.IN.gov> 

Cc: MURPHY, BRIDGET <BSMURPHY@idem.IN.gov> 

Subject: RE: U.S. 20 Improvement NPDES Permit Coordination 

 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Good Morning Sara, 

 

Sorry for the confusion in the initial email. The points for the facilities on the map do in fact lie outside of the 

construction limits of the project; however, portions of the parcels for both sites do lie within the construction limits 

(this does not necessarily mean any NPDES permitted structures lie within the limits). In the case of these facilities, the 

construction limits lie within the entrance to the facilities. Access to both facilities will be maintained throughout 

construction.  

 

This coordination is recommended by the INDOT Environmental Services Haz Mat group to ensure that our project will 

not impact any portions of the facilities that are being permitted for (i.e. facility outfall pipes, storm/wastewater 

structures, etc.). It is unlikely that our project will affect any NPDES structures; however, we do want to provide the 

opportunity to comment in the case that an impact may occur.  

 

If there are any concerns you may have, please let me know and it will be included in the environmental document and 

additional coordination will occur to avoid and minimize impacts. If you do not foresee any impacts, please let me know 

that no impacts anticipated. If no impacts are anticipated, no further coordination will be necessary. If you have any 

questions please let me know. 

 

Thanks, 

 
Aaron Grisel 

Scientist I 
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Environmental Planning 
Tel (317) 636-4682   Direct (317) 917-5220         
 
HNTB CORPORATION  

111 Monument Circle, Suite 1200, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204  |  www.hntb.com 

■ 100+ YEARS OF INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS 

    

 

 

 
 

From: Lamkin, Sara [mailto:SLamkin@idem.IN.gov]  

Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2018 1:56 PM 

To: Aaron Grisel <tgrisel@HNTB.com>; MURPHY, BRIDGET <BSMURPHY@idem.IN.gov> 

Subject: RE: U.S. 20 Improvement NPDES Permit Coordination 

 

Aaron, 
 
INR10L757 is a 23 acre construction project at the address you gave.  
INRM01005 is a concrete plant again at the address you gave. 
 
I am unsure what information you need. Your map shows that your project will not touch the areas.  
 
Sara Lamkin 
Storm Water Permit Coordinator 
IDEM, Office of Water Quality 
100 North Senate Avenue 
IGCN Room 1255 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
317-233-1864 
 
From: Aaron Grisel [mailto:tgrisel@HNTB.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 2:24 PM 

To: Lamkin, Sara <SLamkin@idem.IN.gov>; MURPHY, BRIDGET <BSMURPHY@idem.IN.gov> 

Subject: U.S. 20 Improvement NPDES Permit Coordination 

 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Good Afternoon,  

 

I am currently preparing the environmental document for the U.S. 20 Improvements Project from SR 15 to SR 35 in 

Elkhart County, Indiana (Des. 1600517) on behalf of INDOT. Proposed project activities include widening of the roadway 

to added a travel lane in each direction as well as a two-way left turn lane. The proposed alignment will be shifted south 

of the existing pavement. Attached is a map depicting the current propose project construction limits. 

 

During the Red Flag Investigation stage of the project, two NPDES Facilities were identified within the project area: 

Lippert Components Plant 67 (Permit Number: INR10L757; 14489 U.S. 20, Middlebury, IN 46540) and Kuert Concrete 

Incorporated (Permit Number: INRM01005; 18370 U.S. 20, Middlebury, IN 46540). We are requesting any comments or 

recommendation as they relate to the proximity of the permitted NPDES Facilities and structures to the proposed 

project. If you have any questions or need additional information regarding this project, please let me know. 
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A0))<VWWEEE$252$893('$35=:$=*2W+5/WC'/382)$39<B%A0))<VWWEEE$252$893('$35=:$=*2W+5/%WC'/382)$39<

A0))<VWWEEE$252$893('$35=:$=*2W+5/WC'/382)$39<BB%3,C%)0',%(2*(H%+,%XO,/+5=3)*+,X%/5+=%)0'%=',8%+,%)0'

5*@0)Y03,C%9*C'%+/%)03)%<3@'$%K0'*5%X1+,982)3,)%Z*9)X%*9%)0'%/+85)0%',)5:%C+E,%+,%)0'%XO,/+5=3)*+,X

<3@'$%U2'39'%,+)'%)03)%)0'%>&61?%<+9)9%322%(+,982)3,)9%)03)%5'78'9)%)+%3<<'35%+,%)0'%2*9)F%3,C%)03)

*,(289*+,%+/%3,:%<35)*(8235%(+,982)3,)%+,%)0'%2*9)%C+'9%,+)%5'<5'9',)%3,%',C+59'=',)%+/%)03)%(+,982)3,)

;:%)0'%>&61?F%+5%;:%OP?Q$

Q8(0%+/%,+5)0'5,%O,C*3,3%AN'E)+,F%Z3H'F%U+5)'5F%Z3U+5)'F%&)$%[+9'<0F%?2H035)F%Z3\53,@'F%&)'8;',F%3,C

P'H32;%(+8,)*'9]%235@'%<+5)*+,9%+/%[39<'5F%&)35H'F%Q3590322F%N+;2'F%622',F%3,C%6C3=9%(+8,)*'9]%3,C

2'99'5%<+5)*+,9%+/%̂',)+,F%40*)'F%U8239H*F%_+9(*89H+F%3,C%4'229%(+8,)*'9B%*9%9'5G'C%;:%)0'%>&61?

P*9)5*()%Ì ('%*,%P')5+*)%Aa#aYbbcYcS#bB$%K0'%(',)532%3,C%9+8)0'5,%<+5)*+,9%+/%)0'%9)3)'%A235@'%<+5)*+,9

+/%̂',)+,F%40*)'F%U8239H*F%_+9(*+9H+F%3,C%4'229%(+8,)*'9]%9=322'5%<+5)*+,9%+/%[39<'5F%&)35H'F%Q3590322%F

N+;2'F%622',F%3,C%6C3=9%(+8,)*'9]%3,C%322%+)0'5%O,C*3,3%(+8,)*'9%2+(3)'C%*,%,+5)0Y(',)532F%(',)532F%3,C

9+8)0'5,%O,C*3,3%B%35'%9'5G'C%;:%)0'%>&61?%Z+8*9G*22'%P*9)5*()%Ì ('%Ad.bYa#dYcTaaB$

6CC*)*+,32%*,/+5=3)*+,%+,%(+,)3()*,@%)0'9'%>$&$%65=:%1+5<9%+/%?,@*,''59%A>&61?B%P*9)5*()%Ì ('9F

@+G'5,=',)%3@',(*'9%E*)0%L85*9C*()*+,%+G'5%E')23,C9F%3,C%+)0'5%E3)'5%7832*):%*998'9F%(3,%;'%/+8,C%3)

0))<VWWEEE$*,$@+GW*C'=W-aRc$0)=%A0))<VWWEEE$*,$@+GW*C'=W-aRc$0)=B$%OP?Q%5'(+==',C9%)03)

*=<3()9%)+%E')23,C9%3,C%+)0'5%E3)'5%5'9+85('9%;'%3G+*C'C%)+%)0'%/822'9)%'e)',)$

b$%O,%)0'%'G',)%3%&'()*+,%-.-%E')23,C9%<'5=*)%*9%5'78*5'C%/5+=%)0'%>&61?F%:+8%329+%=89)%+;)3*,%3%&'()*+,

-.#%43)'5%f832*):%1'5)*D(3)*+,%/5+=%)0'%OP?Q%Ì ('%+/%43)'5%f832*):%4')23,C9%U5+@53=$%K+%2'35,

=+5'%3;+8)%)0'%4')23,C9%U5+@53=F%G*9*)V%0))<VWWEEE$*,$@+GW*C'=W-aS-$0)=

A0))<VWWEEE$*,$@+GW*C'=W-aS-$0)=B$

a$%O/%)0'%>&61?%C')'5=*,'9%)03)%3%E')23,C%+5%+)0'5%E3)'5%;+C:%*9%*9+23)'C%3,C%,+)%98;L'()%)+%12'3,%43)'5

6()%5'@823)*+,F%*)%*9%9)*22%5'@823)'C%;:%)0'%9)3)'%+/%O,C*3,3%$%6%&)3)'%O9+23)'C%4')23,C%<'5=*)%/5+=%OP?Qg9

Ì ('%+/%43)'5%f832*):%AI4fB%*9%5'78*5'C%/+5%3,:%3()*G*):%)03)%5'982)9%*,%)0'%C*9(035@'%+/%C5'C@'C%+5%D22

=3)'5*329%*,)+%*9+23)'C%E')23,C9$%K+%2'35,%=+5'%3;+8)%*9+23)'C%E')23,C9F%(+,)3()%)0'%I4f%4')23,C9

U5+@53=%3)%a#TYbaaYS-SS$

-$%O/%:+85%<5+L'()%E*22%*,G+2G'%+G'5%3%.$d%3(5'%+/%E')23,C%*=<3()F%9)5'3=%5'2+(3)*+,F%+5%+)0'5%235@'Y9(32'

32)'53)*+,9%)+%E3)'5%;+C*'9%98(0%39%)0'%(5'3)*+,%+/%3%C3=%+5%3%E3)'5%C*G'59*+,F%:+8%90+82C%9''H

3CC*)*+,32%*,<8)%/5+=%)0'%I4f%4')23,C9%U5+@53=%9)3h$%1+,982)%)0'%4';%3)V

0))<VWWEEE$*,$@+GW*C'=W-aS-$0)=%A0))<VWWEEE$*,$@+GW*C'=W-aS-$0)=B%/+5%)0'%3<<5+<5*3)'%9)3h%(+,)3()

)+%/85)0'5%C*9(899%:+85%<5+L'()$
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#$%&'()%*+,-+.%,-/%'./0-1.2(/2%3/4(%5''2*43%'6%4%7+8/.%*4,/(%9'23%+:%(/71;4,/2%93%,-/%</=4(,>/.,%'6

?4,1(4;%@/:'1(A/:B%<+8+:+'.%'6%&4,/($%C-/%<+8+:+'.%+::1/:%=/(>+,:%6'(%4A,+8+,+/:%(/71;4,/2%1.2/(%,-/

6';;'*%:,4,1,/:D

EF%GH0IJ0I%K4)/:%L(/:/(84,+'.%MA,%NGI%EMF%GG

EF%GH0IJ0#%K'*/(+.7%'6%C/.%MA(/%K4)/:%MA,%?'%(/;4,/2%A'2/

EF%GH0IO0G%P;''2%F'.,(';%MA,%NGQ%EMF%J0G

EF%GH0IR0G%?48+749;/%&4,/(*43:%MA,%NGI%EMF%J

EF%GH0IR0N%S4.2%4.2%T(48/;%L/(>+,:%MA,%NGI%EMF%J

EF%GH0IR0H%F'.:,(1A,+'.%'6%F-4../;:%MA,%?'%(/;4,/2%A'2/

P'(%+.6'(>4,+'.%'.%,-/:/%E.2+4.4%U:,4,1,'(3V%F'2/%4.2%E.2+4.4%M2>+.+:,(4,+8/%F'2/%A+,4,+'.:B%://%,-/

<?@%&/9%:+,/%4,D%-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W2.(W*4,/(WRH#G$-,>%U-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W2.(W*4,/(WRH#G$-,>V%$

F'.,4A,%,-/%<?@%<+8+:+'.%'6%&4,/(%4,%NGX0INI0HGJQ%6'(%61(,-/(%+.6'(>4,+'.$

C-/%=-3:+A4;%2+:,1(94.A/%'6%,-/%:,(/4>%4.2%(+=4(+4.%8/7/,4,+'.B%/:=/A+4;;3%;4(7/%,(//:%'8/(-4.7+.7%4.3

4Y/A,/2%*4,/(%9'2+/:%:-'1;2%9/%;+>+,/2%,'%'.;3%,-4,%*-+A-%+:%49:';1,/;3%./A/::4(3%,'%A'>=;/,/%,-/

=('Z/A,$%C-/%:-42/%=('8+2/2%93%,-/%;4(7/%'8/(-4.7+.7%,(//:%-/;=:%>4+.,4+.%=('=/(%:,(/4>

,/>=/(4,1(/:%4.2%2+::';8/2%'[37/.%6'(%4\14,+A%;+6/$

J$%P'(%=('Z/A,:%+.8';8+.7%A'.:,(1A,+'.%4A,+8+,3%U*-+A-%+.A;12/:%A;/4(+.7B%7(42+.7B%/[A484,+'.%4.2%',-/(%;4.2

2+:,1(9+.7%4A,+8+,+/:V%,-4,%(/:1;,%+.%,-/%2+:,1(94.A/%'6%'./%UGVB%'(%>'(/B%4A(/:%'6%,',4;%;4.2%4(/4B%A'.,4A,

,-/%]̂ A/%'6%&4,/(%_14;+,3%̀%&4,/(:-/2%L;4..+.7%a(4.A-%UNGXWINN0GOJHV%(/74(2+.7%,-/%.//2%6'(%'6%4

@1;/%#%S,'(>%&4,/(%@1.'Y%L/(>+,$%b+:+,%,-/%6';;'*+.7%&/9%=47/

-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W+2/>WHRQI$-,>%U-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W+2/>WHRQI$-,>V

C'%'9,4+.B%4.2%'=/(4,/%1.2/(B%4%@1;/%#%=/(>+,%3'1%*+;;%c(:,%.//2%,'%2/8/;'=%4%F'.:,(1A,+'.%L;4.

U-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W+2/>WHRGX$-,>dA'.:,(/\%U-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W+2/>WHRGX$-,>dA'.:,(/\VVB%4.2%4:

2/:A(+9/2%+.%NIX%EMF%G#0#0J$#%U-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W;/7+:;4,+8/W+4AWCQNIXQWMQQG#Q%eL<Pf

U-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W;/7+:;4,+8/W+4AWCQNIXQWMQQG#Q$L<PVB%=47/:%GJ%,-('17-%GRV$%a/6'(/%3'1%>43%4==;3

6'(%4%@1;/%#%L/(>+,B%'(%9/7+.%A'.:,(1A,+'.B%3'1%>1:,%:19>+,%3'1(%F'.:,(1A,+'.%L;4.%,'%3'1(%A'1.,3%S'+;

4.2%&4,/(%F'.:/(84,+'.%<+:,(+A,%US&F<V%U-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W+:24W:'+;WA'.,4A,:W>4=$-,>;

U-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W+:24W:'+;WA'.,4A,:W>4=$-,>;VV$

g='.%(/A/+=,%'6%,-/%A'.:,(1A,+'.%=;4.B%=/(:'../;%'6%,-/%S&F<%'(%,-/%E.2+4.4%</=4(,>/.,%'6

h.8+('.>/.,4;%i4.47/>/.,%*+;;%(/8+/*%,-/%=;4.%,'%2/,/(>+./%+6%+,%>//,:%,-/%(/\1+(/>/.,:%'6%NIX%EMF

G#0#$%L;4.:%,-4,%4(/%2//>/2%2/cA+/.,%*+;;%(/\1+(/%(/0:19>+,,4;$%E6%,-/%=;4.%+:%:1̂ A+/.,%3'1%*+;;%9/

.',+c/2%4.2%+.:,(1A,/2%,'%:19>+,%,-/%8/(+cA4,+'.%,'%E<hi%4:%=4(,%'6%,-/%@1;/%#%?',+A/%'6%E.,/.,%U?]EV

:19>+,,4;$%].A/%A'.:,(1A,+'.%9/7+.:B%:,4Y%'6%,-/%S&F<%'(%E.2+4.4%</=4(,>/.,%'6%h.8+('.>/.,4;

i4.47/>/.,%*+;;%=/(6'(>%+.:=/A,+'.:%'6%4A,+8+,+/:%4,%,-/%:+,/%6'(%A'>=;+4.A/%*+,-%,-/%(/71;4,+'.$

L;/4:/%9/%>+.261;%,-4,%4==('[+>4,/;3%GHR%i1.+A+=4;%S/=4(4,/%S,'(>%S/*/(%S3:,/>%UiSHV%4(/4:%4(/

.'*%9/+.7%/:,49;+:-/2%93%84(+'1:%;'A4;%7'8/(.>/.,4;%/.,+,+/:%,-('17-'1,%,-/%:,4,/%4:%=4(,%'6%,-/

+>=;/>/.,4,+'.%'6%L-4:/%EE%6/2/(4;%:,'(>%*4,/(%(/\1+(/>/.,:$%M;;%'6%,-/:/%iSH%4(/4:%*+;;%/8/.,14;;3

,4)/%(/:='.:+9+;+,3%6'(%F'.:,(1A,+'.%L;4.%(/8+/*B%+.:=/A,+'.B%4.2%/.6'(A/>/.,$%M:%,-/:/%iSH%4(/4:

'9,4+.%=('7(4>%4==('84;%6('>%E<hiB%,-/3%*+;;%9/%422/2%,'%4%;+:,%'6%iSH%4(/4:%=':,/2%'.%,-/%E<hi

&/9:+,/%4,D%-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W+2/>WHRQQ$-,>%U-,,=DWW***$+.$7'8W+2/>WHRQQ$-,>V$

E6%3'1(%=('Z/A,%+:%;'A4,/2%+.%4.%E<hi04==('8/2%iSH%4(/4B%=;/4:/%A'.,4A,%,-/%;'A4;%iSH%=('7(4>%49'1,

>//,+.7%,-/+(%:,'(>%*4,/(%(/\1+(/>/.,:$%].A/%,-/%iSH%4==('8/:%,-/%=;4.B%,-/%?]E%A4.%9/%:19>+,,/2

,'%E<hi$
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$%&'()*%++,-.,/0%,+12%,-.,3-4(,5(-6%7/8,-(,90170,'&%:73,3-4,9-(;,91/0,/-,<%%/,+/-(<,9'/%(

(%=41(%<%:/+8,>?@A,(%7-<<%:)+,/0'/,'55(-5(1'/%,+/(47/4(%+,':),/%70:1=4%+,B%,4/1*12%),B-/0,)4(1:&

/0%,7-:+/(47/1-:,50'+%8,':),'./%(,7-<5*%/1-:,-.,/0%,5(-6%7/8,/-,<1:1<12%,/0%,1<5'7/+,'++-71'/%),91/0

+/-(<,9'/%(,(4:-CD,E0%,4+%,-.,'55(-5(1'/%,5*'::1:&,':),+1/%,)%F%*-5<%:/,':),'55(-5(1'/%,+/-(<

9'/%(,=4'*1/3,<%'+4(%+,'(%,(%7-<<%:)%),/-,5(%F%:/,+-1*,.(-<,*%'F1:&,/0%,7-:+/(47/1-:,+1/%,)4(1:&

'7/1F%,*':),)1+/4(B':7%,':),.-(,5-+/,7-:+/(47/1-:,9'/%(,=4'*1/3,7-:7%(:+D,>:.-(<'/1-:,':),'++1+/':7%

(%&'()1:&,+/-(<,9'/%(,(%*'/%),/-,7-:+/(47/1-:,'7/1F1/1%+,'(%,'F'1*'B*%,.(-<,/0%,G-1*,':),H'/%(

I-:+%(F'/1-:,?1+/(17/,JGHI?K,-L7%+,1:,%'70,7-4:/3,-(,.(-<,>?@AD

MD,N-(,5(-6%7/+,1:F-*F1:&,1<5'7/+,/-,O+0,':),B-/':17'*,(%+-4(7%+8,7-:/'7/,/0%,?%5'(/<%:/,-.,P'/4('*

$%+-4(7%+,Q,?1F1+1-:,-.,N1+0,':),H1*)*1.%,JRSMTURUQVWXWK,.-(,'))1/1-:,5(-6%7/,1:54/D

XD,N-(,5(-6%7/+,1:F-*F1:&,9'/%(,<'1:,7-:+/(47/1-:8,9'/%(,<'1:,%Y/%:+1-:+8,':),:%9,54B*17,9'/%(,+455*1%+8

7-:/'7/,/0%,ZL7%,-.,H'/%(,[4'*1/3,Q,?(1:;1:&,H'/%(,\(':70,JRSMQRWXQRU]]K,(%&'()1:&,/0%,:%%),.-(

5%(<1/+D

]D,N-(,5(-6%7/+,1:F-*F1:&,%̂ 4%:/,)1+70'(&%+,/-,9'/%(+,-.,/0%,G/'/%,-.,>:)1':',8,7-:/'7/,/0%,ZL7%,-.,H'/%(

[4'*1/3,Q,_%(<1/+,\(':70,JRSMQURRQWV̀XK,(%&'()1:&,/0%,:%%),.-(,',P'/1-:'*,_-**4/':/,?1+70'(&%

@*1<1:'/1-:,G3+/%<,JP_?@GK,5%(<1/D

SWD,N-(,5(-6%7/+,1:F-*F1:&,/0%,7-:+/(47/1-:,-.,9'+/%9'/%(,.'71*1/1%+,':),+%9%(,*1:%+8,7-:/'7/,/0%,ZL7%,-.

H'/%(,[4'*1/3,Q,_%(<1/+,\(':70,JRSMQURUQX̀MaK,(%&'()1:&,/0%,:%%),.-(,5%(<1/+D

E0%,'B-F%Q:-/%),5(-6%7/,+0-4*),B%,)%+1&:%),/-,<1:1<12%,':3,1<5'7/,-:,'<B1%:/,'1(,=4'*1/3,1:8,-(,:%'(8,/0%

5(-6%7/,'(%'D,E0%,5(-6%7/,<4+/,7-<5*3,91/0,'**,.%)%('*,':),+/'/%,'1(,5-**4/1-:,(%&4*'/1-:+D,I-:+1)%('/1-:

+0-4*),B%,&1F%:,/-,/0%,.-**-91:&b

SD,$%&'()1:&,-5%:,B4(:1:&8,':),)1+5-+1:&,-.,-(&':17,)%B(1+,&%:%('/%),B3,*':),7*%'(1:&,'7/1F1/1%+c,+-<%

/35%+,-.,-5%:,B4(:1:&,'(%,'**-9%),J0//5bTT999D1:D&-FT1)%<TVSVXD0/<

J0//5bTT999D1:D&-FT1)%<TVSVXD0/<KK,4:)%(,+5%71O7,7-:)1/1-:+D,d-4,'*+-,7':,+%%;,':,-5%:,B4(:1:&

F'(1':7%,.(-<,>?@AD

e-9%F%(8,>?@A,&%:%('**3,(%7-<<%:)+,/0'/,3-4,/';%,F%&%/'/1F%,9'+/%+,/-,',(%&1+/%(%),3'(),9'+/%

7-<5-+/1:&,.'71*1/3,-(,/0'/,/0%,9'+/%,B%,70155%),-(,+0(%))%),91/0,7-<5-+/1:&,-:,+1/%,J3-4,<4+/

(%&1+/%(,91/0,>?@A,1.,<-(%,/0':,U8WWW,5-4:)+,1+,/-,B%,7-<5-+/%)c,7-:/'7/,RSMTURUQWẀ K̀D,E0%,O:1+0%)

7-<5-+/,7':,/0%:,B%,4+%),'+,',<4*70,-(,+-1*,'<%:)<%:/D,d-4,'*+-,<'3,B4(3,':3,F%&%/'/1F%,9'+/%+

J+470,'+,*%'F%+8,/91&+8,B(':70%+8,*1<B+8,/(%%,/(4:;+,':),+/4<5+K,-:+1/%8,'*/0-4&0,B4(31:&,*'(&%

=4':/1/1%+,-.,+470,<'/%(1'*,7':,*%'),/-,+4B+1)%:7%,5(-B*%<+8,*'/%(,-:D

$%'+-:'B*%,5(%7'4/1-:+,<4+/,B%,/';%:,/-,<1:1<12%,.4&1/1F%,)4+/,%<1++1-:+,.(-<,7-:+/(47/1-:,':)

)%<-*1/1-:,'7/1F1/1%+D,N-(,%Y'<5*%8,9%//1:&,/0%,'(%',91/0,9'/%(8,7-:+/(47/1:&,91:),B'((1%(+8,-(,/(%'/1:&

)4+/3,'(%'+,91/0,70%<17'*,+/'B1*12%(+,J+470,'+,7'*714<,70*-(1)%,-(,+%F%('*,-/0%(,7-<<%(71'*,5(-)47/+KD

?1(/,/('7;%),-:/-,5'F%),(-')+,.(-<,4:5'F%),'(%'+,+0-4*),B%,<1:1<12%)D

f))1/1-:'**38,1.,7-:+/(47/1-:,-(,)%<-*1/1-:,1+,7-:)47/%),1:,',9--)%),'(%',90%(%,B*'7;B1()+,0'F%

(--+/%),-(,'B':)-:%),B41*)1:&+,-(,B41*)1:&,+%7/1-:+,1:,90170,51&%-:+,-(,B'/+,0'F%,(--+/%),.-(,RQa

3%'(+,5(%7'4/1-:'(3,<%'+4(%+,+0-4*),B%,/';%:,/-,'F-1),':,-4/B(%';,-.,01+/-5*'+<-+1+D,E01+,)1+%'+%,1+

7'4+%),B3,/0%,.4:&4+,e1+/-5*'+<',7'5+4*'/4<8,90170,+/%<+,.(-<,B1(),-(,B'/,)(-551:&+,/0'/,0'F%

'774<4*'/%),1:,-:%,'(%',.-(,RQa,3%'(+D,E0%,+5-(%+,.(-<,/01+,.4:&4+,B%7-<%,'1(B-(:%,90%:,/0%,'(%',1+
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$%&'()*+$,-.$,/-.,/-(&+,%.0+/'%1.&,12+),-.,+.'%)+,/133(.%'4,$15.5%.$,10,'6+,&%'+7,86+,-)+-,&61(9$

*+,5+''+$,$15.,:)%1),'1,/9+-.(:,1),$+319%'%1.,10,'6+,:)1;+/',&%'+7,<1),31)+,$+'-%9+$,%.01)3-'%1.,1.
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US 20 Improvement Project
SR 15 to CR 35

Resource Agency Meeting
INDOT

July 12, 2018
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Agenda
 Welcome and Introductions
 Purpose and Need for Project
 Project History and Current Status
 Public Involvement
 Alternatives
 Environmental Resources
 Permitting
 Next Steps
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Purpose and Need
The needs for the project are:

1. High Crash Rate
2. Reduce Congestion 
3. Visibility Problems

The purpose of the project is to reduce congestion and 
enhance safety on US 20 from SR 15 to CR 35
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Project History and Current Status

 5 lane Section to the East
 Improvements will extend from just 

east of SR 15 to CR 35.
 Ongoing coordination with the Amish 

Community
 Preparation of the CE 4 document 
 Section 106 Process on-going
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Public Involvement
 SWG Meeting 3/14/2018
 Public Information Meeting 

6/21/2018
 Public Hearing anticipated Fall 2018
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Alternatives Considered
TWLTL=Two Way Left Turn Lane
 Alt 1 – 2-lane with TWLTL

 Does not meet the Purpose and Need
 Alt 2 – 2 lane with TWLTL and Grading for Future 

5 lane Section
 Does not meet the Purpose and Need

 Alt 3A – 4 Lane with TWLTL (Center)
 Meets Purpose and Need

 Alt 3B – 4 Lane with TWLTL (South)
 Meets Purpose and Need

 Alt 4 – No Build
 Does not meet the Purpose and Need
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Alternatives Investigated
 Alt 3A - 4-lane with TWLTL (Center)

 Meets purpose and need
 Improves operation by separating left turning 

movements from through traffic
 Would result in Level of Service B for design year
 Substantial utility impacts on both sides of roadway
 Constructability concerns/buggy access 
 Wetland/stream impacts
 Right-of-way impacts
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Alternatives Investigated
 Alt 3B - 4-lane with TWLTL (South)

 Meets purpose and need
 Improves operation by separating left turning 

movements from through traffic
 Would result in Level of Service (LOS) B for design 

year
 Minimizes utility impacts
 Optimizes traffic/buggy safety during construction 
 Wetland/stream impacts
 Right-of-way impacts
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Cultural Resources
 No above Ground Resources Identified
 One historic archeological site within the corridor 

was recommended phase 2
 800.11 is in development. 
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Utilities
 Gas-6 inch transmission line on the 

north side some laterals would be 
impacted with 3A or 3B 

 Electric OE on entire the north side 
with some limited on the south

 Fiber optic along the north side
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Miami Snowmobile Trail
 Public easement on private land. 
 Coordination has been complete with 

IDNR Division of Outdoor Recreation 
and the Elkhart County Snowmobile 
Club (OWJ). They do not foresee an 
issue moving their easement with 
either alternative. 
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Alternative Evaluation 
Measures

Alternative 3A‐Center Alternative 3B‐South

Natural Environment Impact Assessment

Water Resources (construction Limits)
Emergent Wetlands (acres) 2.51 2.38

Scrub Shrub Wetlands (acre) 0.27 0.09

Forested Wetlands (acre) 0.27 0.08

Total Wetlands (acre) 3.05 2.55

Open Water Impacts (acre) 0.3 0.5

Stream Impacts (ln ft) 923 240

Approximate Mitigation (acres) 6.91 5.35

Vegetation/ Landcover (right‐of‐way)
Forest Impacts 4.00  4.46

Agricultural Impacts 11.34  8.49 
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Alternative Evaluation

Alternative 3A‐Center Alternative 3B‐South

Human Environment Impact Assessment

Recreational Facilities
Snowmobile Trail Y Y

Public Facilities
School Properties Y Y

Property Impacts
Approx. Property Impacts (acres) 91 91

Potential Relocations 29 21 

Utility Impacts
Gas High Low 

Electric High Low 

Fiber High Low 
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Wetland
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Recommended 
 Alt 3B - 4-lane with TWLTL (South)

 Best meets Purpose and Need while minimizing 
overall environmental impacts

 Optimizes traffic safety during construction
 Optimizes constructability 
 Accommodates future traffic growth and improved 

safety
 Meets Appropriate LOS for design year
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Permitting
 404/401 IP
 Elkhart County Legal Drain Permit
 Rule 5 Permit

 Mitigation using the Indiana Stream and 
Wetland Mitigation Program
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Preliminary Schedule
 Anticipated Milestones

 Public Hearing – Fall 2018
 Approved Env. Doc – January 2019
 Buying activities will follow – Spring 2019
 Under Construction by Summer 2022
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Questions/Comments
 HNTB 

Environmental 
Lead
 Rich Connolly
 (317) 636-4682
 rconnolly@hntb.com

Thank you for your time and 
feedback
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                       Meeting Minutes 
 

 
Purpose:    Resource Agency Meeting 
      INDOT DES NO. 1600517 
      US 20 Improvement Project, Middlebury, IN 
 
Meeting Date:    July 12, 2018 
 
Meeting Location:   HNTB Corporation, 111 Monument Circle Indianapolis, IN 4620 
 

Attendees:    Kristi Todd, INDOT ES, Ecology and Waterway Permitting Team Lead  
  Nick Cooper, INDOT ES, Vincennes Ecology and Waterway Permitting Specialist 
  Matt Buffington, DNR, Environmental Supervisor 
  Jay Turner, IDEM, Wetland Project Manager 
  Joyce Newland, FHWA, Planning and Environmental Specialist 
  Ryan Cassidy, USACE, Permitting Specialist 
  Damien Perry, INDOT Ft. Wayne District, Project Manager 
  Karen Novak, INDOT Ft. Wayne District, Environmental Manager 
  Thomas Beauchamp, INDOT ES, Environmental Manager 
  Rich Connolly, HNTB Corporation 
  Mark Young, HNTB Corporation 
  Aaron Grisel, HNTB Corporation 
  Jordan Williams, HNTB Corporation 
       
Topics Discussed: 
 

1. Purpose and Need: 

 Project development has identified a need due to the high crash rate, reduced 
congestion, and visibility problems. The purpose is to reduce congestion and enhance 
safety along U.S. 20 from SR 15 to CR 35. 

2. Project History/ Status: 

 The U.S. 20 roadway is currently 5 lanes to the east. The proposed project will include 
continuing the 5 lanes from SR 15 to CR 35. 

 Section 106 process and Amish coordination is ongoing. 
3. Public Involvement: 

 Stakeholder Working Group Meeting: 3/14/18; Public Information Meeting: 6/21/18; 
Public Hearing anticipated fall 2018. 

4. Alternatives Considered:  

 Alt 1 – 2 lanes with TWTL; does not meet P&N. 

 Alt 2 – 2 lanes with TWLTL and grading for future 5 lane section; does not meet P&N 

 Alt 3A ‐ 4 lanes with TWLTL (Center alignment); meets P&N 

 Alt 3B – 4 lanes with TWLTL (South alignment); meets P&N 

 Alt 4 – No build; does not meet P&N 
5. Alternatives Investigated: 

 Alt 3A 
a)  Improves operation by separating left turning movements through traffic 
b)  Would result in Level of Service B for design year 
c)  Substantial utility impacts 
d)  Constructability/ buggy access concerns 
e)  Wetland/stream impacts 
f)  ROW impacts 

 Alt 3B 
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a) Improves operation by separating left turning movements through traffic 
b)  Would result in Level of Service B for design year 
c)  Minimal utility impacts 
d)  Optimizes constructability/ buggy access  
e)  Wetland/stream impacts 
f)  ROW impacts 

6. Cultural Resources: 

 800.11 is in development; one historic archaeological site within corridor (phase 2 
recommended). No above ground resources identified. 

7. Utilities: 

 6‐inch gas, transmission line on the north side. Some gas laterals would be impacted on 
the north and south sides. 

 Electric OE on entire north side and some on south side. 

 Fiber optic line on the north side 
8. Miami Snowmobile Trail: 

 Exists within public easement on private land. 

 IDNR Outdoor Recreation (Lessee) has been contacted and do not foresee issue with 
moving easement with either alternative. 

9. Recommended Alternative: 

 Alt 3B is recommended due to meeting P&N and requiring fewer environmental 
impacts. Also optimizes traffic safety during construction and accommodates future 
traffic growth as well as improved safety. Meets appropriate level of service for design 
year. 

10. Permitting:  

 Project will require 404/401 IP (significant wetland impacts), Elkhart County Legal Drain 
Permit, and Rule 5 Permit. 

 Wetland mitigation will be required. 
11. Preliminary Schedule 

 Public Hearing ‐ Fall 2018 

 Approved Environmental Document ‐ January 2019 

 Buying activities (following environmental document approval) – Spring 2019 

 Begin Construction – Summer2022 
 

12. Agency Input‐ Rich Connolly opened the meeting for questions. Below is a summary of the questions 
received and responses provided. 

 
Joyce Newland ‐ FHWA 
  Question: Why does Alternative 3B function better for buggy traffic during construction? 

Answer: Alt 3B allows for use of the existing U.S. 20 while Phase 1 is constructed south of the 
existing. Once completed, traffic can be shifted onto new pavement (approx. 41 feet wide) 
allowing for re-construction of the existing pavement. This should allow for adequate shoulder 
width for buggy traffic during construction. Alternative 3A would result in multiple phases 
including shoulder closures which would force buggy traffic onto the roadway. 
 
 

Rich Connolly ‐ HNTB 

Comment: Rich has spoken with Amish Safety Committee in the area and it was 
recommended that widened shoulders and modified rumble strips be used to allow for safer 
travel along U.S. 20. Pavement design is not yet completed. Shoulder pavement will be 
designed to account for the buggy traffic, specifically the horse hooves  
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Nick Cooper – INDOT ES EWPO 

Question: How would the open water features be mitigated for? 

Answer: It is likely that it will be 1:1 mitigation (IDEM). USACE will speak with Rich about this at 
a later date. USACE may require a different ratio. Conversation will occur with IDEM/ PMs 
about this topic.  
 
 

Rich Connolly/ Mark Young ‐ HNTB 

Comment: Open waters at far east end will need special considerations from a design 
standpoint (still working out details). It is likely that area will require excavation of unsuitable 
soils (peat) and replacement with a select material to widen the roadway. The existing twin 60-
inch metal culverts may be replaced when the road is reconstructed due to the need to 
remove and replace the soils.  Final recommendations for this replacement are currently be 
developed. The existing pipes appear to function as equalizer pipes. It is recommended by 
Ryan Cassidy - USACE that this area is not excavated and filled. 
 
 

Ryan Cassidy ‐ USACE 

Comment: The far west wetland on the north side of U.S. 20 is an existing mitigation site; 
however, construction will not occur that far north of the existing pavement. The extent of 
construction will most likely require guardrail to the south of Indian Creek (Mark Young - 
HNTB). 

 
13. Contact Info and Closing 

 After the conclusion of the questions and answer session Rich Connolly invited all 
attendees to ask any specific questions directly to the project team members before 
closing the meeting.  
 
 

This is our understanding of items discussed and decisions reached.  Please contact us if there are 
changes or additions. 
 
Submitted by, 
HNTB CORPORATION 

   
 Richard Connolly 
Science Project Manager 
 
Cc:  Invitees, File 
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1

Richard Connolly

From: Langevin, Toni N <TLangevin@indot.IN.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2018 10:50 AM
To: Richard Connolly
Subject: RE: Des 1600517 US 20 Elkhart County - USFWS Bat Layer Check

Hi Richard,  
 
A review of the USFWS database on June 26, 2018 for Des. No. 1600517 did not indicate the presence of endangered bat 
species in or within 0.5 mile of the project area.  Use of the Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) database 
for the Range‐Wide Programmatic Information Consultation for Indiana Bat and Northern Long‐Eared Bat will be 
required.  If applicable, preparation of the Project Submittal Form for Range‐wide Programmatic Consultation for 
Indiana Bat and Northern Long‐Eared Bat will be required. 
 
Thank you, 
 

Toni N. Langevin 
Environmental Manager II 
5333 Hatfield Road 
Fort Wayne, IN 46808 
Office: (260) 399‐7341 x14341 
Email: TLangevin@indot.in.gov 

 

 

From: Richard Connolly [mailto:rconnolly@HNTB.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2018 9:54 AM 
To: Langevin, Toni N <TLangevin@indot.IN.gov> 
Subject: Des 1600517 US 20 Elkhart County ‐ USFWS Bat Layer Check 
 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Toni, 
I would like to request a check of the USFWS bat data to determine the presence of any protected bat species in 
the area of the US 20 Elkhart County Added Travel Lanes project. See attached graphics for location information. 
Proposed activities include adding two through traffic lanes and a two way left turn lane from SR 15 to CR 35 
(approximately 4.2 miles). I have also attached an e‐mail regarding previous coordination we have had on this 
project.   
 
Please let me know if you need any additional information. 
Thanks! 
Richard J. Connolly, CPESC 
Science Project Manager 
Environmental Planning 
Tel (317) 917-5333   Fax (317) 917-5211    
 
HNTB CORPORATION  
111 Monument Circle Suite 1200, Indianapolis, IN 46204  |  www.hntb.com  
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Indiana Ecological Services Field Office

620 South Walker Street

Bloomington, IN 47403-2121

Phone: (812) 334-4261 Fax: (812) 334-4273

http://www.fws.gov/midwest/Endangered/section7/s7process/step1.html

In Reply Refer To: 

Consultation Code: 03E12000-2018-SLI-0902 

Event Code: 03E12000-2018-E-04767  

Project Name: US 20 - SR 15 to CR 35 (Des 1600517)

 

Subject: Updated list of threatened and endangered species that may occur in your proposed 

project location, and/or may be affected by your proposed project

To Whom It May Concern:

The attached species list identifies any federally threatened, endangered, proposed and candidate 

species that may occur within the boundary of your proposed project or may be affected by your 

proposed project. The list also includes designated critical habitat if present within your proposed 

project area or affected by your project. This list is provided to you as the initial step of the 

consultation process required under section 7(c) of the Endangered Species Act, also referred to 

as Section 7 Consultation.

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 requires that actions authorized, funded, or 

carried out by Federal agencies not jeopardize federally threatened or endangered species or 

adversely modify designated critical habitat. To fulfill this mandate, Federal agencies (or their 

designated non-federal representative) must consult with the Service if they determine their 

project “may affect” listed species or critical habitat.

Under 50 CFR 402.12(e) (the regulations that implement Section 7 of the Endangered Species 

Act) the accuracy of this species list should be verified after 90 days. This verification can be 

completed formally or informally. You may verify the list by visiting the ECOS-IPaC website 

http://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/ at regular intervals during project planning and implementation and 

completing the same process you used to receive the attached list. As an alternative, you may 

contact this Ecological Services Field Office for updates.

Please use the species list provided and visit the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Region 3 

Section 7 Technical Assistance website at - http://www.fws.gov/midwest/endangered/section7/ 

s7process/index.html. This website contains step-by-step instructions which will help you 

June 26, 2018
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determine if your project will have an adverse effect on listed species and will help lead you 

through the Section 7 process.

For all wind energy projects and projects that include installing towers that use guy wires or 

are over 200 feet in height, please contact this field office directly for assistance, even if no 

federally listed plants, animals or critical habitat are present within your proposed project or may 

be affected by your proposed project.

Although no longer protected under the Endangered Species Act, be aware that bald eagles are 

protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. 668 et seq.) and Migratory 

Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. 703 et seq), as are golden eagles. Projects affecting these species may 

require measures to avoid harming eagles or may require a permit. If your project is near an 

eagle nest or winter roost area, see our Eagle Permits website at http://www.fws.gov/midwest/ 

midwestbird/EaglePermits/index.html to help you determine if you can avoid impacting eagles or 

if a permit may be necessary.

We appreciate your concern for threatened and endangered species. Please include the 

Consultation Tracking Number in the header of this letter with any request for consultation or 

correspondence about your project that you submit to our office.

Attachment(s):

▪ Official Species List
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Official Species List
This list is provided pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, and fulfills the 

requirement for Federal agencies to "request of the Secretary of the Interior information whether 

any species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of a proposed 

action".

This species list is provided by:

Indiana Ecological Services Field Office

620 South Walker Street

Bloomington, IN 47403-2121

(812) 334-4261
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Project Summary
Consultation Code: 03E12000-2018-SLI-0902

Event Code: 03E12000-2018-E-04767

Project Name: US 20 - SR 15 to CR 35 (Des 1600517)

Project Type: TRANSPORTATION

Project Description: The project is located in Elkhart County, along U.S. 20 immediately west 

of Middlebury, Indiana. US 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 will be 

improved to reduce crashes, reduce congestion, and correct geometric 

deficiencies through this section. Construction activities will include 

roadway widening, replacement or extension of existing culverts, riprap 

installation for scour protection of structures, detention and retention 

basin installation, temporary cofferdam and pump arounds, and tree 

clearing for roadway widening and construction equipment access. 

Temporary lighting may be used during construction. 

 

Construction will begin in 2021 and is anticipated to last two construction 

seasons. 

 

The project’s logical termini along US 20 extend from SR 15 on the west 

end to approximately 500 feet east CR 35. Logical termini for 

improvements to the local road system are approximately 500 feet north 

and south of US 20. Proposed right-of-way limits extend to a maximum of 

approximately 130 feet south from the existing southern edge of 

pavement and a maximum of 65 feet from the existing northern edge of 

pavement. 

 

Six culverts lie within the project area. Two of these culverts are 

associated with INODT Structure numbers (CV 020-020-099.20 and CV 

020-020-103.34), while the remaining four are not associated with 

INDOT structure number. The structure CV 020-020-099.20, is not 

anticipated to be affected by the project. Structure CV 020-020-103.34 

will likely be extended. The remaining four culverts are likely to be 

replaced. During the site visit conducted by HNTB Corporation on 

October 20-21, 2016 and October 17, 2017, no evidence of bats was 

observed within the project area. No bats were observed in structures 

within the project area. 

During the site visit conducted by HNTB Corporation on October 20-21, 

2016 and October 17, 2017, suitable summer habitat was observed in 

discontinuous deciduous and coniferous wooded areas both north and 

south of US 20. No evidence of bats was observed within the project area. 
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No bats were observed in structures within the project area. A review of 

the USFWS database, summarized in the approved RFI (May 31, 2017), 

did not indicate the presence of endangered bat species in or within 0.5- 

mile of the project area. 

 

Tree removal will occur during inactive season for bat species, thus 

avoiding removal between September 30 – April 1). Temporary lighting 

may be used during construction. Construction will begin in 2021 and is 

anticipated to last two construction seasons. 

 

Approximately 5.5 acres of trees may need to be removed for road 

widening and construction access. Of this 5.5 acres 0.70 acre is greater 

than 100 feet from the edge of pavement. 

 

To mitigate for the projects's potential impacts to the Indiana bat and 

NLEB, funds will be set aside to purchase credits from the in-lieu 

program.

Project Location:

Approximate location of the project can be viewed in Google Maps: https:// 

www.google.com/maps/place/41.667726745564735N85.77316580137213W

Counties: Elkhart, IN
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Endangered Species Act Species
There is a total of 3 threatened, endangered, or candidate species on this species list.

Species on this list should be considered in an effects analysis for your project and could include 

species that exist in another geographic area. For example, certain fish may appear on the species 

list because a project could affect downstream species. Note that 1 of these species should be 

considered only under certain conditions.

IPaC does not display listed species or critical habitats under the sole jurisdiction of NOAA 

Fisheries , as USFWS does not have the authority to speak on behalf of NOAA and the 

Department of Commerce.

See the "Critical habitats" section below for those critical habitats that lie wholly or partially 

within your project area under this office's jurisdiction. Please contact the designated FWS office 

if you have questions.

1. NOAA Fisheries, also known as the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), is an 

office of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration within the Department of 

Commerce.

Mammals
NAME STATUS

Indiana Bat Myotis sodalis
There is final critical habitat for this species. Your location is outside the critical habitat.

Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5949

Species survey guidelines:  

https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/guideline/survey/population/1/office/31440.pdf

Endangered

Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.

This species only needs to be considered under the following conditions:

▪ Incidental take of the NLEB is not prohibited here. Federal agencies may consult using the 

4(d) rule streamlined process. Transportation projects may consult using the programmatic 

process. See www.fws.gov/midwest/endangered/mammals/nleb/index.html

Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9045

Species survey guidelines:  

https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/guideline/survey/population/10043/office/31440.pdf

Threatened

1
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Reptiles
NAME STATUS

Eastern Massasauga (=rattlesnake) Sistrurus catenatus
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.

Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/2202

Threatened

Critical habitats
THERE ARE NO CRITICAL HABITATS WITHIN YOUR PROJECT AREA UNDER THIS OFFICE'S 
JURISDICTION.
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Indiana Ecological Services Field Office

620 South Walker Street

Bloomington, IN 47403-2121

Phone: (812) 334-4261 Fax: (812) 334-4273

http://www.fws.gov/midwest/Endangered/section7/s7process/step1.html

IPaC Record Locator: 132-12729314

 

Subject: Consistency letter for the 'US 20 Elkhart County Project (Des 1600517) Widening 

from 2 lanes to 5 lanes' project (TAILS 03E12000-2018-R-0902) under the revised 

February 5, 2018, FHWA, FRA, FTA Programmatic Biological Opinion for 

Transportation Projects within the Range of the Indiana Bat and Northern Long-eared 

Bat.

To whom it may concern:

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) has received your request dated to verify that the 

US 20 Elkhart County Project (Des 1600517) Widening from 2 lanes to 5 lanes (Proposed 

Action) may rely on the revised February 5, 2018, FHWA, FRA, FTA Programmatic Biological 

Opinion for Transportation Projects within the Range of the Indiana Bat and Northern Long- 

eared Bat (PBO) to satisfy requirements under Section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act of 

1973 (ESA) (87 Stat.884, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.).

Based on the information you provided (Project Description shown below), you have determined 

that the Proposed Action is within the scope and adheres to the criteria of the PBO, including the 

adoption of applicable avoidance and minimization measures, and may affect, and is likely to 

adversely affect the endangered Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis) and/or the threatened Northern long- 

eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis). Consultation with the Service pursuant to Section 7(a)(2) of 

the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) (87 Stat. 884, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.) is 

required.

This "may affect - likely to adversely affect" determination becomes effective when the lead 

Federal action agency or designated non-federal representative uses it to ask the Service to rely 

on the PBO to satisfy the agency's consultation requirements for this project. Please provide this 

consistency letter to the lead Federal action agency or its designated non-federal representative 

with a request for its review, and as the agency deems appropriate, transmittal to this Service 

Office for verification that the project is consistent with the PBO.

August 06, 2018
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This Service Office will respond by letter to the requesting Federal action agency or designated 

non-federal representative within 30 calendar days to:

▪ verify that the Proposed Action is consistent with the scope of actions covered under the 

PBO;

▪ verify that all applicable avoidance, minimization, and compensation measures are 

included in the action proposal;

▪ identify any action-specific monitoring and reporting requirements, consistent with the 

monitoring and reporting requirements of the PBO, and

▪ identify anticipated incidental take.

ESA Section 7 compliance for this Proposed Action is not complete until the Federal action 

agency or its designated non-federal representative receives a verification letter from the Service.

For Proposed Actions that include bridge/structure removal, replacement, and/or 

maintenance activities: If your initial bridge/structure assessments failed to detect Indiana bats, 

but you later detect bats during construction, please submit the Post Assessment Discovery of 

Bats at Bridge/Structure Form (User Guide Appendix E) to this Service Office. In these 

instances, potential incidental take of Indiana bats may be exempted provided that the take is 

reported to the Service.

If the Proposed Action may affect any other federally-listed or proposed species and/or 

designated critical habitat, additional consultation between the lead Federal action agency and 

this Service Office is required. If the proposed action has the potential to take bald or golden 

eagles, additional coordination with the Service under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 

may also be required. In either of these circumstances, please advise the lead Federal action 

agency for the Proposed Action accordingly.

The following species may occur in your project area and are not covered by this determination:

▪ Eastern Massasauga (=rattlesnake), Sistrurus catenatus (Threatened)
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Project Description
The following project name and description was collected in IPaC as part of the endangered 

species review process.

Name

US 20 Elkhart County Project (Des 1600517) Widening from 2 lanes to 5 lanes

Description
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The project is located in Elkhart County, along U.S. 20 immediately west of Middlebury, 

Indiana. US 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 will be widened from a two lane facility to a five 

lane facility in order to reduce crashes, reduce congestion, and correct geometric deficiencies 

through this section. Construction activities will include roadway widening, replacement or 

extension of existing culverts, riprap installation for scour protection of structures, detention 

and retention basin installation, temporary cofferdam and pump arounds, and tree clearing for 

roadway widening and construction equipment access. 

 

 

The project’s logical termini along US 20 extend from SR 15 on the west end to 

approximately 500 feet east CR 35. Logical termini for improvements to the local road 

system are approximately 500 feet north and south of US 20. Proposed right-of-way limits 

extend to a maximum of approximately 130 feet south from the existing southern edge of 

pavement and a maximum of 65 feet from the existing northern edge of pavement. 

 

Six culverts lie within the project area. Two of these culverts are associated with INODT 

Structure numbers (CV 020-020-099.20 and CV 020-020-103.34), while the remaining four 

are not associated with INDOT structure numbers. The structure CV 020-020-099.20, is not 

anticipated to be affected by the project. Structure CV 020-020-103.34 will likely be 

extended. The remaining four culverts are likely to be replaced. 

 

During the site visit conducted by HNTB Corporation on October 20-21, 2016 and October 

17, 2017, suitable summer habitat was observed in discontinuous deciduous and coniferous 

wooded areas both north and south of US 20. No evidence of bats was observed within the 

project area. No bats were observed in structures within the project area. A review of the 

USFWS database, summarized in the approved RFI (May 31, 2017), did not indicate the 

presence of endangered bat species in or within 0.5-mile of the project area. 

 

Tree removal will occur during the inactive season for bat species, between September 30 – 

April 1. Approximately 5.5 acres of trees may need to be removed for road widening and 

construction access. Of this 5.5 acres, 0.70 acre is between 100 and 300 feet from the edge of 

pavement. Temporary lighting may be used during construction. Construction will begin in 

2022 and is anticipated to last two construction seasons. 

 

In order to mitigate this projects potential impacts to the Indiana bat and NLEB $12,996 will 

be set aside to purchase credits from the in lieu program. This amount was determined from 

the following equation. 0.70 acre of tree clearing between 100 and 300 feet from the edge of 

pavement X 1.75:1 mitigation ratio X $10,609 per acre=$12,996.
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Determination Key Result
Based on your answers provided, this project is likely to adversely affect the endangered Indiana 

bat and/or the threatened Northern long-eared bat. Therefore, consultation with the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service pursuant to Section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) (87 

Stat. 884, as amended 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.) is required. However, also based on your answers 

provided, this project may rely on the conclusion and Incidental Take Statement provided in the 

revised February 5, 2018, FHWA, FRA, FTA Programmatic Biological Opinion for 

Transportation Projects within the Range of the Indiana Bat and Northern Long-eared Bat.

Qualification Interview
1. Is the project within the range of the Indiana bat ?

[1] See Indiana bat species profile

Automatically answered

Yes

2. Is the project within the range of the Northern long-eared bat ?

[1] See Northern long-eared bat species profile

Automatically answered

Yes

3. Which Federal Agency is the lead for the action?

A) Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)

4. Are all project activities limited to non-construction  activities only? (examples of non- 

construction activities include: bridge/abandoned structure assessments, surveys, planning 

and technical studies, property inspections, and property sales)

[1] Construction refers to activities involving ground disturbance, percussive noise, and/or lighting.

No

5. Does the project include any activities that are greater than 300 feet from existing road/ 

rail surfaces ?

[1] Road surface is defined as the actively used [e.g. motorized vehicles] driving surface and shoulders [may be 

pavement, gravel, etc.] and rail surface is defined as the edge of the actively used rail ballast.

No

[1]

[1]

[1]

[1]
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6. Does the project include any activities within 0.5 miles of an Indiana bat and/or NLEB 

hibernaculum ?

[1] For the purpose of this consultation, a hibernaculum is a site, most often a cave or mine, where bats hibernate 

during the winter (see suitable habitat), but could also include bridges and structures if bats are found to be 

hibernating there during the winter.

No

7. Is the project located within a karst area?

No

8. Is there any suitable  summer habitat for Indiana Bat or NLEB within the project action 

area ? (includes any trees suitable for maternity, roosting, foraging, or travelling habitat)

[1] See the Service’s summer survey guidance for our current definitions of suitable habitat.

[2] The action area is defined as all areas to be affected directly or indirectly by the Federal action and not merely 

the immediate area involved in the action (50 CFR Section 402.02). Further clarification is provided by the 

national consultation FAQs.

Yes

9. Will the project remove any suitable summer habitat  and/or remove/trim any existing 

trees within suitable summer habitat?

[1] See the Service’s summer survey guidance for our current definitions of suitable habitat.

Yes

10. Will the project clear more than 20 acres of suitable habitat per 5-mile section of road/rail?

No

[1]

[1]

[2]

[1]
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11. Have presence/probable absence (P/A) summer surveys  been conducted  within 

the suitable habitat located within your project action area?

[1] See the Service's summer survey guidance for our current definitions of suitable habitat.

[2] Presence/probable absence summer surveys conducted within the fall swarming/spring emergence home range 

of a documented Indiana bat hibernaculum (contact local Service Field Office for appropriate distance from 

hibernacula) that result in a negative finding requires additional consultation with the local Service Field Office to 

determine if clearing of forested habitat is appropriate and/or if seasonal clearing restrictions are needed to avoid 

and minimize potential adverse effects on fall swarming and spring emerging Indiana bats.

[3] For projects within the range of either the Indiana bat or NLEB in which suitable habitat is present, and no bat 

surveys have been conducted, the transportation agency will assume presence of the appropriate species. This 

assumption of presence should be based upon the presence of suitable habitat and the capability of bats to occupy 

it because of their mobility.

[4] Negative presence/probable absence survey results obtained using the summer survey guidance are valid for a 

minimum of two years from the completion of the survey unless new information (e.g., other nearby surveys) 

suggest otherwise.

No

12. Does the project include activities within documented Indiana bat habitat ?

[1] Documented roosting or foraging habitat – for the purposes of this consultation, we are considering 

documented habitat as that where Indiana bats and/or NLEB have actually been captured and tracked using (1) 

radio telemetry to roosts; (2) radio telemetry biangulation/triangulation to estimate foraging areas; or (3) foraging 

areas with repeated use documented using acoustics. Documented roosting habitat is also considered as suitable 

summer habitat within 0.25 miles of documented roosts.)

[2] For the purposes of this key, we are considering documented corridors as that where Indiana bats and/or 

NLEB have actually been captured and tracked to using (1) radio telemetry; or (2) treed corridors located directly 

between documented roosting and foraging habitat.

No

13. Will the removal or trimming of habitat or trees occur within suitable but undocumented 

Indiana bat roosting/foraging habitat or travel corridors?

Yes

[1][2] [3][4]

[1][2]
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14. What time of year will the removal or trimming of habitat or trees within suitable but 

undocumented Indiana bat roosting/foraging habitat or travel corridors occur ?

[1] Coordinate with the local Service Field Office for appropriate dates.

B) During the inactive season

15. Does the project include activities within documented NLEB habitat ?

[1] Documented roosting or foraging habitat – for the purposes of this consultation, we are considering 

documented habitat as that where Indiana bats and/or NLEB have actually been captured and tracked using (1) 

radio telemetry to roosts; (2) radio telemetry biangulation/triangulation to estimate foraging areas; or (3) foraging 

areas with repeated use documented using acoustics. Documented roosting habitat is also considered as suitable 

summer habitat within 0.25 miles of documented roosts.)

[2] For the purposes of this key, we are considering documented corridors as that where Indiana bats and/or 

NLEB have actually been captured and tracked to using (1) radio telemetry; or (2) treed corridors located directly 

between documented roosting and foraging habitat.

No

16. Will the removal or trimming of habitat or trees occur within suitable but undocumented 

NLEB roosting/foraging habitat or travel corridors?

Yes

17. What time of year will the removal or trimming of habitat or trees within suitable but 

undocumented NLEB roosting/foraging habitat or travel corridors occur?

B) During the inactive season

18. Will any tree trimming or removal occur within 100 feet of existing road/rail surfaces?

Yes

19. Will the tree removal alter any documented Indiana bat or NLEB roosts and/or alter any 

surrounding summer habitat within 0.25 mile of a documented roost?

No

20. Will any tree trimming or removal occur between 100-300 feet of existing road/rail 

surfaces?

Yes

21. Are all trees that are being removed clearly demarcated?

Yes

[1]

[1][2]
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22. Will the removal of habitat or the removal/trimming of trees include installing new or 

replacing existing permanent lighting?

No

23. Does the project include maintenance of the surrounding landscape at existing facilities 

(e.g., rest areas, stormwater detention basins)?

No

24. Does the project include wetland or stream protection activities associated with 

compensatory wetland mitigation?

No

25. Does the project include slash pile burning?

No

26. Does the project include any bridge removal, replacement, and/or maintenance activities 

(e.g., any bridge repair, retrofit, maintenance, and/or rehabilitation work)?

Yes

27. Is there any suitable habitat  for Indiana bat or NLEB within 1,000 feet of the bridge? 

(includes any trees suitable for maternity, roosting, foraging, or travelling habitat)

[1] See the Service’s current summer survey guidance for our current definitions of suitable habitat.

Yes

[1]
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28. Has a bridge assessment  been conducted within the last 24 months  to determine if the 

bridge is being used by bats?

[1] See User Guide Appendix D for bridge/structure assessment guidance

[2] Assessments must be completed no more than 2 years prior to conducting any work below the deck surface on 

all bridges that meet the physical characteristics described in the Programmatic Consultation, regardless of 

whether assessments have been conducted in the past. Due to the transitory nature of bat use, a negative result in 

one year does not guarantee that bats will not use that bridge/structure in subsequent years.

Yes

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

▪ 20171017_020-020-103.34_Inspection Sheet.pdf https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/project/ 

IBBJRKG5QFGQVC55WW76X457KU/ 

projectDocuments/11675197

▪ 20171017_020-020-099.20_2_Inspection Sheet.pdf https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/project/ 

IBBJRKG5QFGQVC55WW76X457KU/ 

projectDocuments/11676257

29. Did the bridge assessment detect any signs of bats roosting in/under the bridge (bats, 

guano, etc.)?

Note: There is a small chance bridge assessments for bat occupancy do not detect bats. Should a small number of 

bats be observed roosting on a bridge just prior to or during construction, such that take is likely to occur or does 

occur in the form of harassment, injury or death, the PBO requires the action agency to report the take. Report all 

unanticipated take within 2 working days of the incident to the USFWS. Construction activities may continue 

without delay provided the take is reported to the USFWS and is limited to 5 bats per project.

No

30. Will the bridge removal, replacement, and/or maintenance activities include installing new 

or replacing existing permanent lighting?

No

31. Does the project include the removal, replacement, and/or maintenance of any structure 

other than a bridge? (e.g., rest areas, offices, sheds, outbuildings, barns, parking garages, 

etc.)

No

32. Will the project involve the use of temporary lighting during the active season?

Yes

[1] [2]
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33. Is there any suitable habitat within 1,000 feet of the location(s) where temporary lighting 

will be used?

Yes

34. Will the project install new or replace existing permanent lighting?

No

35. Does the project include percussives or other activities (not including tree removal/ 

trimming or bridge/structure work) that will increase noise levels above existing traffic/ 

background levels?

No

36. Are all project activities that are not associated with habitat removal, tree removal/ 

trimming, bridge or structure removal, replacement, and/or maintenance, lighting, or use of 

percussives, limited to actions that DO NOT cause any stressors to the bat species, 

including as described in the BA/BO (i.e. activities that do not involve ground disturbance, 

percussive noise, temporary or permanent lighting, tree removal/trimming, nor bridge/ 

structure activities)?

Examples: lining roadways, unlighted signage , rail road crossing signals, signal lighting, and minor road repair 

such as asphalt fill of potholes, etc.

Yes

37. Will the project raise the road profile above the tree canopy?

No

38. Are the project activities that are not associated with habitat removal, tree removal/ 

trimming, bridge removal, replacement, and/or maintenance, structure removal, 

replacement, and/or maintenance, and lighting, consistent with a No Effect determination 

in this key?

Automatically answered

Yes, other project activities are limited to actions that DO NOT cause any stressors to the 

bat species as described in the BA/BO

39. Is the habitat removal portion of this project consistent with a Not Likely to Adversely 

Affect determination in this key?

Automatically answered

Yes, because the tree removal/trimming that occurs outside of the active season occurs 

greater than 0.5 miles from the nearest hibernaculum, is less than 100 feet from the 

existing road/rail surface, includes clear demarcation of the trees that are to be removed, 

and does not alter documented roosts and/or surrounding summer habitat within 0.25 

miles of a documented roost
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40. Is the habitat removal portion of this project consistent with a Likely to Adversely Affect 

determination in this key?

Automatically answered

Yes, because the tree removal that occurs during the winter is 100-300 feet from the 

existing road/rail surface, and is not in documented roosting/foraging habitat or travel 

corridors

41. Is the habitat removal portion of this project consistent with a Not Likely to Adversely 

Affect determination in this key?

Automatically answered

Yes, because the tree removal/trimming that occurs outside of the active season occurs 

greater than 0.5 miles from the nearest hibernaculum, is less than 100 feet from the 

existing road/rail surface, includes clear demarcation of the trees that are to be removed, 

and does not alter documented roosts and/or surrounding summer habitat within 0.25 

miles of a documented roost

42. Is the habitat removal portion of this project consistent with a Likely to Adversely Affect 

determination in this key?

Automatically answered

Yes, because the tree removal that occurs during the winter is 100-300 feet from the 

existing road/rail surface, and is not in documented roosting/foraging habitat or travel 

corridors

43. Is the bridge removal, replacement, or maintenance activities portion of this project 

consistent with a No Effect determination in this key?

Automatically answered

Yes, because the bridge has been assessed using the criteria documented in the BA and no 

signs of bats were detected

44. General AMM 1

Will the project ensure all operators, employees, and contractors working in areas of 

known or presumed bat habitat are aware of all FHWA/FRA/FTA (Transportation 

Agencies) environmental commitments, including all applicable Avoidance and 

Minimization Measures?

Yes
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45. Tree Removal AMM 1

Can all phases/aspects of the project (e.g., temporary work areas, alignments) be modified, 

to the extent practicable, to avoid tree removal  in excess of what is required to 

implement the project safely?

Note: Tree Removal AMM 1 is a minimization measure, the full implementation of which may not always be 

practicable. Projects may still be NLAA as long as Tree Removal AMMs 2, 3, and 4 are implemented and LAA as 

long as Tree Removal AMMs 3, 5, 6, and 7 are implemented.

[1] The word “trees” as used in the AMMs refers to trees that are suitable habitat for each species within their 

range. See the USFWS’ current summer survey guidance for our latest definitions of suitable habitat.

Yes

46. Tree Removal AMM 3

Can tree removal be limited to that specified in project plans and ensure that contractors 

understand clearing limits and how they are marked in the field (e.g., install bright colored 

flagging/fencing prior to any tree clearing to ensure contractors stay within clearing 

limits)?

Yes

47. Lighting AMM 1

Will all temporary lighting used during the removal of suitable habitat and/or the 

removal/trimming of trees within suitable habitat be directed away from suitable habitat 

during the active season?

Yes

48. Lighting AMM 1

Will all temporary lighting be directed away from suitable habitat during the active 

season?

Yes

49. For Indiana bat, if applicable, compensatory mitigation measures are required to offset 

adverse effects on the species (see Section 2.10 of the BA). Please select the mechanism in 

which compensatory mitigation will be implemented:

1. Range-wide In Lieu Fee Program, The Conservation Fund

[1]
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Project Questionnaire
1. Have you made a No Effect determination for all other species indicated on the FWS IPaC 

generated species list?

Yes

2. Have you made a May Affect determination for any other species on the FWS IPaC 

generated species list?

No

3. How many acres  of trees are proposed for removal between 0-100 feet of the existing 

road/rail surface?

[1] If described as number of trees, multiply by 0.09 to convert to acreage and enter that number.

5.5

4. Please verify:

All tree removal will occur greater than 0.5 mile from any hibernaculum.

Yes, I verify that all tree removal will occur greater than 0.5 miles from any hibernaculum.

5. Is the project location 0-100 feet from the edge of existing road/rail surface?

Yes

6. Is the project location 100-300 feet from the edge of existing road/rail surface?

Yes

7. Please verify:

No documented Indiana bat roosts or surrounding summer habitat within 0.25 mile of 

documented roosts will be impacted between May 1 and July 31.

Yes, I verify that no documented Indiana bat roosts or surrounding summer habitat within 

0.25 mile of documented roosts will be impacted during this period.

8. Please verify:

No documented NLEB roosts or surrounding summer habitat within 150 feet of 

documented roosts will be impacted between June 1 and July 31.

Yes, I verify that no documented NLEB roosts or surrounding summer habitat within 150 

feet of documented roosts will be impacted during this period.

9. Please describe the proposed bridge work:

[1]
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Proposed bridge work includes extending the and existing culvert to accommodate a five 

lane section.

10. Please state the timing of all proposed bridge work:

This bridge work may take place from March 2022 through September 2024.

11. You have indicated that the following Avoidance and Minimization Measures (AMMs) 

will be implemented as part of the proposed project:

▪ General AMM 1

▪ Lighting AMM 1

▪ Tree Removal AMM 1

▪ Tree Removal AMM 3

Avoidance And Minimization Measures (AMMs)
These measures were accepted as part of this determination key result:

GENERAL AMM 1

Ensure all operators, employees, and contractors working in areas of known or presumed bat 

habitat are aware of all FHWA/FRA/FTA (Transportation Agencies) environmental 

commitments, including all applicable AMMs.

LIGHTING AMM 1

Direct temporary lighting away from suitable habitat during the active season.

TREE REMOVAL AMM 1

Modify all phases/aspects of the project (e.g., temporary work areas, alignments) to avoid tree 

removal.

TREE REMOVAL AMM 3

Ensure tree removal is limited to that specified in project plans and ensure that contractors 

understand clearing limits and how they are marked in the field (e.g., install bright colored 

flagging/fencing prior to any tree clearing to ensure contractors stay within clearing limits).
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Determination Key Description: FHW A, FRA, FTA 
Programmatic Consultation For T ransportation Projects 
Affecting NLEB Or Indiana Bat
This key was last updated in IPaC on March 16, 2018. Keys are subject to periodic revision.

This decision key is intended for projects/activities funded or authorized by the Federal Highway 

Administration (FHWA), Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), and/or Federal Transit 

Administration (FTA), which require consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

(Service) under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) for the endangered Indiana bat 

(Myotis sodalis) and the threatened Northern long-eared bat (NLEB) (Myotis septentrionalis).

This decision key should only be used to verify project applicability with the Service’s February 

5, 2018, FHWA, FRA, FTA Programmatic Biological Opinion for Transportation Projects. The 

programmatic biological opinion covers limited transportation activities that may affect either bat 

species, and addresses situations that are both likely and not likely to adversely affect either bat 

species. This decision key will assist in identifying the effect of a specific project/activity and 

applicability of the programmatic consultation. The programmatic biological opinion is not 

intended to cover all types of transportation actions. Activities outside the scope of the 

programmatic biological opinion, or that may affect ESA-listed species other than the Indiana bat 

or NLEB, or any designated critical habitat, may require additional ESA Section 7 consultation.
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United States Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service

Indiana Field Office (ES)
620 South Walker Street

Bloomington, IN  47403-2121
Phone:  (812) 334-4261  Fax:  (812) 334-4273

August 16, 2018

Michelle Allen TAILS: 03E12000-2018-SLI-0902
Federal Highway Administration
575 N. Pennsylvania St. Room 254
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

RE: US 20 Elkhart Co Widening 2 lanes to 5 lanes, Des. 1600517

Dear Ms. Allen:

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) is responding to your request dated August 6, 2018
to verify that the proposed US 20 Widening Project, (the Project) may rely on the December 15, 
2016, Programmatic Biological Opinion (BO) for federally funded or approved transportation 
projects that may affect the federally listed endangered Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis) and/or 
federally listed threatened northern long-eared bat (NLEB) (Myotis septentrionalis).  We 
received your request and the associated LAA Consistency Letter on August 8, 2018.

This letter provides the Service’s response as to whether the Federal Highway Administration 
may rely on the BO to comply with Section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 
(ESA) (87 Stat. 884, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.) for the Project’s effects to the Indiana 
bat and/or NLEB.  This letter also responds to your request for Service concurrence that the 
Project may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect (NLAA) ESA-listed species and/or 
designated critical habitats other than the Indiana bat and NLEB.

The Federal Highway Administration has determined that the Project is likely to adversely affect
the Indiana bat and/or the NLEB.

The Service concurs with this determination.  This concurrence concludes your ESA Section 7 
responsibilities relative to these species for this Project, subject to the Reinitiation Notice below.

Conclusion 

The Service has reviewed the effects of the proposed Project, which includes the Federal 
Highway Administration’s commitment to implement any applicable mitigation measures as
indicated on the LAA Consistency Letter. We confirm that the proposed Project’s effects are 
consistent with those analyzed in the BO.  The Service has determined that projects consistent 
with the conservation measures and scope of the program analyzed in the BO are not likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of the Indiana bat and/or the NLEB.  In coordination with 
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your agency and the other sponsoring Federal Transportation Agencies, the Service will 
reevaluate this conclusion annually in light of any new pertinent information under the adaptive 
management provisions of the BO.

Incidental Take

Indiana Bat

The Service anticipates that tree removal associated with the proposed Project will cause 
incidental take of Indiana bats.  As described in the Incidental Take Statement (ITS) of the BO, 
such taking will be difficult to detect.  The Service determined that it is appropriate to measure 
the amount or extent of incidental taking resulting from BO projects using the proposed acreage 
of tree removal from Indiana bat suitable habitat as a surrogate for the numbers of individuals 
taken.

The proposed Project will remove 5.5 acres of trees from habitat that is suitable for the Indiana
bat. All tree removal will occur in winter and comply with all other conservation measures in the 
BO.  Based on the BO, 4.8 acres of the removal are not anticipated to result in any adverse 
effects, and 0.70 acres (those between 100-300 feet) are anticipated to result in adverse effects.  

The Federal Highway Administration used the mitigation ratio of 1.75 from Table 3 of the BO to 
calculate the compensatory mitigation required to offset these adverse impacts for a total of 
1.225 acres1 of trees that is suitable for the Indiana bat.  

Using the information provided in Table 2 of Exhibit E in The Conservation Fund’s (TCF) In 
Lieu Fee (ILF) Instrument2 and the mitigation identified above, the Federal Highway 
Administration will contribute $12,996.03 to TCF to comply with the mitigation requirements of 
the program of transportation projects reviewed in the BO. These calculations are based on the 
2017/2018 Land Use Values in Table 2 of Exhibit E in TCF’s ILF Instrument, which are 
applicable even if the project construction should occur in a different calendar year.

If a conservation bank or ILF option is chosen to compensate for adverse effects on Indiana bats, 
the purchase of species conservation credits and/or in-lieu fee contributions shall occur prior to 
construction of a transportation project covered under this programmatic consultation. 
Exceptions to this program stipulation include emergency projects that do not require a letting 
prior to construction. In these cases, purchase of credits and/or in-lieu fee contributions shall 
occur within three months of completion of the project. This timeframe allows for measuring the 
acres of habitat affected by the emergency project and for financial processing.

In addition, the Project may take up to 5 Indiana bats that were not detected during 
bridge/culvert bat assessments conducted prior to implementing the proposed work on the 
structure under the westbound on-ramp.  In these instances, potential incidental take of 
Indiana bats may be exempted provided that the take is reported to the Service (refer to 
User Guide Appendix E - Post Assessment Discovery of Bats at Bridge/Structure Form).

1 XX acres * XX ratio 
2 https://www.fws.gov/midwest/endangered/section7/fhwa/pdf/ILF_ExhibitsBthruI_INBA.pdf 
https://www.fws.gov/midwest/endangered/section7/fhwa/pdf/ILF_ExhibitsBthruI_INBA.pdf
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Although such take is reasonably certain to occur at up to 10 bridge projects per year as 
included in the scope of the BO, it is a remote possibility for any individual project that is 
implemented consistent with the conservation measures of the BO. 

The Service will add the acreage of Project-related tree removal to the annual total acreage 
attributed to the BO as a surrogate measure of Indiana bat incidental take and exempted from the 
prohibitions of Section 9 of the ESA.  Such exemption is effective as long as your agency 
implements the reasonable and prudent measure (RPM) and accompanying terms and conditions 
of the BO’s ITS.

The sole RPM of the BO’s ITS requires the Federal Transportation Agencies to ensure that 
State/Local transportation agencies, who choose to include eligible projects under the 
programmatic action, incorporate all applicable conservation measures in the project proposals 
submitted to the Service for ESA section 7 compliance using the BO.  The implementing terms 
and conditions for this RPM require the Federal Transportation Agencies to offer training to 
appropriate personnel about using the BO, and promptly report sick, injured, or dead bats 
(regardless of species) or any other federally listed species located in project action areas.

Northern Long-eared Bat

The Service anticipates that tree removal associated with the Project will cause incidental take of 
NLEBs.  However, the Project is consistent with the BO, and such projects will not cause take of 
NLEB that is prohibited under the ESA section 4(d) rule for this species (50 CFR §17.40(o)).  
Therefore, the incidental take of NLEBs resulting from the Project does not require exemption 
from the Service.

Reporting Dead or Injured Bats

The Federal Highway Administration, its State/Local cooperators, and any contractors must take 
care when handling dead or injured Indiana bats and/or NLEBs, or any other federally listed 
species that are found at the Project site to preserve biological material in the best possible 
condition and to protect the handler from exposure to diseases, such as rabies.  Project personnel 
are responsible for ensuring that any evidence about determining the cause of death or injury is 
not unnecessarily disturbed.  Reporting the discovery of dead or injured listed species is required 
in all cases to enable the Service to determine whether the level of incidental take exempted by 
this BO is exceeded, and to ensure that the terms and conditions are appropriate and effective.  
Parties finding a dead, injured, or sick specimen of any endangered or threatened species must 
promptly notify this Service Office.

Reinitiation Notice

This letter concludes consultation for the Project, which qualifies for inclusion in the BO issued 
to the Federal Transportation Agencies.  To maintain this inclusion, a reinitiation of this Project-
level consultation is required where the Federal Highway Administration’s discretionary 
involvement or control over the Project has been retained (or is authorized by law) and if:

1. the amount or extent of incidental take of Indiana bat is exceeded;
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2. new information reveals that the Project may affect listed species or critical habitat in a 
manner or to an extent not considered in the BO or in the Project information that 
supported Service concurrence with NLAA determinations;

3. the Project is subsequently modified in a manner that causes an effect to listed species or 
designated critical habitat not considered in the BO or in the Project information that 
supported Service concurrence with NLAA determinations; or

4. a new species is listed or critical habitat designated that the Project may affect.

Per condition #1 above, the anticipated incidental take is exceeded when:
the Project removes trees from more than 0.70 acre(s) of habitat suitable for the Indiana 
bat between 100-300 feet from edge of pavement; or 

the Project takes more than 5 Indiana bats resulting from work on the culvert.

In instances where the amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded, the Federal Highway 
Administration is required to immediately request a reinitiation of this Project-level consultation.

We appreciate your continued efforts to ensure that this Project is fully consistent with all 
applicable provisions of the BO.  If you have any questions regarding our response or if you need 
additional information, please contact Robin McWilliams Munson at 812-334-4261 x. 207 or 
robin_mcwilliams@fws.gov.

Sincerely,

Scott Pruitt
Field Office Supervisor

Cc (via email):
Laura Hilden, INDOT, Indianapolis, IN
Rich Connolly, HNTB, Indianapolis, IN
Liz McCloskey, USFWS, Northern Indiana Field Office, Chesterton, IN
Ibat ILF coordinator – to be sent at later date

SCOTT 
PRUITT

Digitally signed by SCOTT 
PRUITT 
Date: 2018.08.16 15:35:55 
-04'00'
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From: Mae Kratzer
To: Richard Connolly
Subject: RE: U.S. 20 – SR 15 to CR 35 Elkhart County Update
Date: Tuesday, March 19, 2019 12:51:13 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Richard,
 
After reviewing your email and attached documents I have a few comments. First, would it be
possible to review the  Waters Report and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Jurisdictional
Determination referred to at the end of the email? Second, there is not much if any floodplain along
the proposed project just note that if the project does disturb a floodplain area permits will need to
be issued with INDNR.
 
Thanks!
 

From: Richard Connolly [mailto:rconnolly@HNTB.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2019 10:09 AM
To: Mae Kratzer
Subject: U.S. 20 – SR 15 to CR 35 Elkhart County Update
 
Ms. Kratzer,
 
As discussed on the phone. Below if the information on the project. Please reply with any questions or concerns you
have on the project.
 
The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) intend to proceed
with a roadway project to add two travel lanes and a two-way-left-turn lane to U.S. 20 in Elkhart County, Indiana.
This letter serves as an update regarding the proposed project and coordination of the environmental review
process. Since the initial Early Coordination Letter was distributed, the project team has identified two, five-lane
alternatives. We request comments from you within your area of expertise regarding any potential environmental
or community effects associated with this proposed project. Please use the above designation number and
description in your reply. We will incorporate your comments into a study of the project’s environmental effects.
 
Project Location: The project area encompasses approximately 134 acres in a rural, unincorporated portion of
Elkhart County between Elkhart and Middlebury, Indiana. The project area lies within Section 10 and 15, Township
37 North, Range 6 East on the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 Minute Bristol Quadrangle and Sections 7,
8, 17, and 18, Township 37 North, Range 7 East on the USGS 7.5 Minute Bristol and Middlebury Quadrangle.
 
Existing Conditions: U.S. 20 between SR 15 and CR 35 is currently a two-lane undivided highway, functionally
classified as a Rural Minor Arterial. Within the project area, U.S. 20 comprises two travel lanes (each approximately
12-feet wide) and two paved shoulders (each approximately 6-feet wide), with no left turn lanes. Six culverts lie
within the project area, none of which are eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places. There are
no existing railroads or sidewalks within the project area.
 
Purpose and Need: The purpose of the project includes improving safety, reducing congestion, and correcting
geometric deficiencies through the corridor. The needs for this project are safety concerns based on the high crash
frequency through this section, current and projected traffic volume and causing unacceptable traffic delays, and
existing geometric deficiencies of roadway.
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